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The Signs of the Future 
The President's Call for Action
(Excerpts from Susan Pierce s Address on
August 8, 2009 at the Conference Opening.)
I am honored to be your President this
year and in that role to have the oppOltunity
to speak to you collectively. I am a believer
that "Leadership is education and our leaders
should educate us." With this in mind, I hope
to educate you on the signs of the future .
The theme for the conference is "A Win
ning Tradition. " ADED has had a winning
tradition for 32 years and we must be mind
ful of our past. As someone said, "you don't
know where you are going until you know
where you have been." So we need to recog
nize our tradition but we cannot rest on that
tradition. "An organization is either in an
oscillating pattern or an advancing pattern."
(Robert Fritz) We don't want to be oscillat
ing and rocking back and forth like an old
rocking chair. We should strive to always be
advancing so that we can build momentum on
our successes. To be in an advancing pattem,
we must be willing to recognize the shift in
trends ... in demographics and in the world ...
and be open to creativity and change.
Listen to the words of Michael Jackson's
song "The Man in the Minor."

"I am starting with the Man in the Mirror. I
am asking him to change his ways. No mes
sage could be better delivered. If you want
to make a change in this world, than look at
yourselffirst!"
If we want to make a difference, we must
examine ourselves first. We must look within
ourselves and at our motivation, our attitudes,
our actions and within the personal context of
who we are and what we want to be. After we
have examined ourselves, then we can look
at the bigger group to whom we belong and
call "ADED." We must then examineADED
as carefully as we did ourselves. We must see
ADED's current reality and where we want
ADED to be. We must then make a plan and
work the plan. Action is the key word here.
Understanding physics, we know that energy
moves along the "path of least resistance."
(Robert Fritz) It is easy to let our energy fol
low tradition like water along a river bed. It
is harder to change and develop a different
path. The signs of the future demand that we
change to stay balanced and strong.
When you start an organization, it is impor
tant to know what your voice is. What do you
bring to the table that is different? To know
this, is to have a brand and an identity that

is marketable. You
must then hold onto
what it is that makes
you special. Thirty
two years ago our
founding members
recognized that a
group of people had
something unique
and special to offer
in the world of driv
ing for people with
disabilities. In 1977
Susan Pierce ,
our founding mem
OTRlL, SCDCM,
bers gave us a good
CDRS
brand and identity
based on what made us special.
I joined ADED in 1979 and attended my
first ADED conference in 1980. I remember
my first Board meetings in the early 80's were
in the cold, snowy winters at a Red Roof Inn
in Michigan. Oh, the work and planning we
did!! It was so much fun and time went so
quickly. By the mid 1980's, we were having
more formal annual conferences. We began to
give presentations and to say out loud to oth
ers what we do and why we do it! Each year

(continued on page 5)
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Manual & Power
Rotation Lifts

The new, state-of-the-art Automated Transport and Retrieval System'"
(ATRS) enables
travel in a wider range ofvehicles,
INCLUDING SUV's!
lowered floor minivans, ATRS is installed
r;r1lnNl,t,n,,< made to the host vehicle.
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·tors No -DO AS I SAY,
I often bum the candle at both ends while
the ADED conference. I try to
attend as many conference functions as
and then
up late
with
friends and
The downside is that it
a four
marathon with not nearly enough sleep.
I can't complain as I leave the conference
with new ideas, more resources, enl
ened and aware of the latest equipment and
driving technology. Of course,
is fun.
MY TREK HOME from conference
was not uneventful. I boarded a plane headeast, coincidentally with a handful of
conference attendees, all hoping to
to
our next connection in a timely manner.
Unfortunately, the
announced
after
and
took us back to
the gate
make our ~V"HJ',"''''H'''
as a couple hours
J 4 hour adventure,
planes, misdirected
and a very late
arrival time to my final destination: home.
Fast forward three hours. My alarm clock
awoke me with too
I had no de
sire to get up; but I knew my client would
be waiting for me. To make matters worse,
I had to travel to meet him in a Hv',!<,HUU'
county, which was a 45-minute drive.
I JUST COULDN'T shake the

session was not a
wasn't as astute, but
realize that I
I held my own. On
drive back to my
I started
trouble
When I
I thought my eyes could
stay closed. I tried rolling the windows
the
to
In a panic, I
over, walked a bit and
tried to shake it off. I wasn't just
I was
exhausted.

According to The National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA),
each year more than 100,000 crashes result
injuries and 1,550 deaths due to
It is
nrl,'n'F'nnrt the extent
of these types of crashes. A variety of fac
sleep deprivation,
fragmentation,
disorders.
the causes of
drowsy driving is easy. The difficulty is
admitting that you are too tired to drive.
A
ofshift workers revealed that
admit to being
sleep
frequently
themselves in situations
where they drive while drowsy.
they admit
are tired, they
their lack
Obligations to family and
work drive these poor
habits.
"V'"l"'HWl~ to fit around other
a necessity for health and well
of threat to themselves or to oth
ers is minimized or
dismissed.
INTERESTINGLY, the
drinking alcohol and driving are
We don't often hear
reminders about
driving while
The National
Foundation
awake for 18
hours is
to a blood alcohol concentra
tion of
which is legally drunk and
risk for a crash. As a
reminder, this is
legal limit in most states.
If we know that drinking and
dangerous, then
don't we
driving while
is dangerous?

o

A

o

his attention on
After 10 minutes of
highway
asked if we could
pull over and would I drive him home. He
admi tted that he had not slept much the
before and was won'ied that he was
off. He didn't want to cancel this
session and had dismissed his fatigue. I re
minded him that ifhe is tired due to the lack
of sleep, to
cancel the session. Just
like alcohol,
impairs one's
focus, judgment, reaction time and
performance. As r drove him
he fell
When
are tired, sometimes you
just can't
asleep.
SAY WHAT YOU WANT, but I'll be the
first to admit that I did not practice what I
preach. My
experience in trying
to drive
tired was a classic example
and not much different than the shift work
ers who felt
about their
to work.
In the
all turned out well for me that
day. Another
on the side of the
another
of
of that
day's
and a short drive home
for a
nap resulted in a successful
outcome. I didn't become another statistic.
What can you do to prevent drowsy driv
ing? As I
a
can
do wonders!

I welcome your thoughts and comments,
Amy Lane,
CDRS
laneak@upmc.edu

In a NHTSA national survey ofdistracted
and drowsy
behaviors, over third of
the participants
to
nodded
off or fallen
at least once
they
began
percent had done so in
the
six months. That is amazing!
I recalled a former client that I worked
with over a year ago. While
ski lis, we ""',~n~,r.F'"
so that he could

Association
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Greetings from
With
Traditions ADED's Annual Conference & Exhibits in
Lexington, Kentucky was complete with educational sessions,
and extensive exhibit
A total of221 conference
attendees arrived in Lexington excited to see old
make new connec
tions and learn about the changes,
and growth ofour
A
thank you goes out to the Conference Team: Kathie Jane
Stevens and Michele
Clinton
and
Suzanne Farnan-Maddux were invaluable hands-on help and we aPloreclate
all their assistancc.
The Mentor Program was rolled out with a huge response and
tion from conference attendees.
this program, new conference
attendees were paired with
attendees and introduced to our ex
hibit hall vendors. The mentor teams will continue their contact as the year
progresses and will be an instrumental
of the program's de'/eiclOrrlent
and
ADED President, Susan
had an opportunity to
many ofthe conference attendees and
concerns, smn!esti(ms
and comments. This information is invaluable to our growth and forward
movement as an organization.
met as one unit and are working out
role in the organization. It was a
ADED
in one place and hear
can teach us for
Michael Shipp, was
goes to our
for
The exhibit hall was a
opportunities to visit with our
7 of these
time exhibitors. Twenty two
candidates sat for the CDRS eXalmllrlatlon;
results will be posted once
is complete. Safe Inc. conducted
a focus
with a group of conference attendees as part of the research
and
phase of
for short statured drivers. We
to have the
to bring together industry and driver
'UVJU"'''''IU practitioners
summary in this issue).
Three Life Time Honorary
Awards were awarded at our
annual Awards Banquet.
to Mike Shipp, Kathie
and

37 Doniel Rood West, Fairfield, NJ 07004- 2521
Phone: (973) 808·9709 • Fax: (973) 808·9713
E-mail: drivemo>ter@drivemo>ter.net
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Cathie Hoxie for
this benchmark in
careers! All in all, thanks to the ADED
'Anifc"'"n",' comrnittee and YOU,
our 2009 conference was a
success!
Mark your calendars for 2010 ADED
Conference & Exhibits in Kansas City,
MO,July
3,2010. To
75% of
exhibit hall spaces have been contracted and
we are working hard to
you exceptional
educational sessions, broad range ofexhibitors
and opportunities to leam from colleagues. If
Liz Green
you are interested in presenting, please submit
Executive Director
CaJ] for Presentations (provided in this issue)
promptly.
2010 ADED lVlE:m[IerS:hIO Drive. October marks the beginning ofour
drive. ADED membership renews on an annual basis,
year. Current members will soon receive memberrenewal information in the maiL
return
fees ensures
membership
in membership
directory and
display on the website. Renewals may also be
done through the website.
have
your account,
please e-mail us at
Due to increased operational expenses, the board has approved a slight
membership fees for 2010. Due to the economic landscape, the
board
decided to hold any increase in
in 2009. ADED
membership
and the current
adjustment
costs, allow for
Hal!i;'i>lLULJJ ~n,,,,~,'~M,~,, in the world "+,'..,,,,,,r
enalDUJiffiIllOn, ,"u'""a·uv,,,, research initiatives
to better reach the public.
rates are as follows: New Member =$145, Renewal
(1-3 members)
Facility
=$600, Fa
cility (7-10)
Mobility Equipment Dealer
Corporate Dealer
Member =$525, Student =$95. Despite the
ADED membership
rates continue to be
with other
organizations.
2010 ADED Membership Renewals. 2009
CDRS renewals.
now, those with CDRS ex
piring in 2009 should have received their renewal
packets. Renewal information is also available
through www.aded.net or bye-mailing me at:
In order to avoid
late penalty or
ofCDRS status, all re
newal applications are due to the executive office
on or before November 1, 2009. As a reminder,
15% of
are randomly selected for
audit Those selected for audit will be contacted
HAIUV."u,,,- further documentation. It is
CDRS holder to retain
fatltenciam:ea1nd ".~"p,,,,..,1 fornon-ADED
approved contact hours.
ADED Board of Directors Elections. This is
your CALL to ACTION! All original ballots are
due to the executive office by mail October
2009. Late ballots will not be counted, so be sure
to send in your ballot promptly.
As
it is my
pleasure and honor
to be of service
Please feel free to con
tact me
have
or comments.
Elizabeth Green, OTRIL, CDRS
ADED Executive Director
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President's Address
(continued/rom page 1)
I couldn't wait to
my
answered
from my great mentors. I would listen to them
with anticipation as
me solutions to
my many
the
process is one of the best
still

In 1986 ADED had its
for the
workshop. We had to do some
Board to let us have it because they thought
it would flop and lose money. The title was
"The ABC's
a
Program."
Kent Mann, a KT from the VA, myself and
another OT were the
and there
were about 100 folks in
audience. What a
site that was! It was our first conference
that made
Pre-conference workshops
have become a good

(continued)

countries. ADED has become an extended
family for us and I see faccs today that I have
known for 25 to 30 years. We have lost a few
of our family in recent years, and it has been
as if we lost someone on our own personal
family tree.

positions to remove those
tie down a wheelchair in a van.
can't
lift clients like we used to without hUlting our
back or some
of our body! Some of us
have had babies that are now grown and mar
already
ried and some of us are
while others of us have lost our own parents
them
Most of us have
the same passion
with so many years ago!

it to me with a long look in his
eyes. told him "I will take
care of it."
Ifhe was here
I think he would agree
that we all did
that.
"Pl1trp,,,'ntpr! about 2 dozen
programs in the
to see a lot of new faces and
were
new members. It was exciting when our mem
reached over 100 and we saw over
at the conference that year. What
in such a short period of time! In
a
1987 we had our first member from
the conference. He was starting the first
evaluation
in his
A
few years later we
a person from Australia
We
who
a program in
have a member from Israel who
5 years
ago started the first and only program in that
outADED for informa
tion
we did help all of those
folks and that is something to be proud of.
L,U,;UU'U

1988 we had perfected our
to define our practice. The
certification program was offered that
We
to gain recognition for our
and skill with many referral and
sources such as vocational rehabili
workers comp, rehab docs, and driver
Hv'_H""'I', authorities.
ADEDwasthe
In the 1980's and
to"
if you were new to the field and
wanted to network with others.
have many more members and our memberreflects representation of all US states
and many more areas in Canada and other

2009

were
a poor lowered
floor in a van by the "oil can" sound and to
look for holcs in the floor that showed the
ground below. OUI" programs were growing
and we were
more to our numbers in
this
field.
While our
saw great changes in the
we have similarly seen changes
80 and
of the 21 st century that has
J.uuvH\~vU our way of doing things and rec
We have seen changes in
the vehicles we use and recommend, in the
way that vehicles are
the process of
the increase
Dealers, and the
a solid evaluator/dealer team. All of
these
in our world
created challenges for us
that we must consider individually and col
,,,,,rnrp,u Thc industry ofdriver rehabilitation
is
new and different challenges today
than wc were even 6 years ago.
We must meet today's challenges today! I
believe that every day is an opportunity. We
can view the challenges today as new
to grow and
We can
from every opportl.1l11ty
way. When we say "we have
to leam"
then we have limited ourselves in tenns of
VjJlfJVlLUlJllU',;' for doing more,
V'A~V'.UH.'5 more. We have a
that is knocking at our door. I
do not rise to meet this call
NEwsBRAKE

lose the opportunity and may even lose what
makes us special.
Today ADED has 603 members includ
ing all membership levels but we only have
302 CDRS for all the states and countries
we
These
while they
in ADED's history, are
to meet the demand for our
services. We must think what the next couple
of decades will
on!
to meet the need
that has crept upon us, other
and
professional
have
up to the
specifically
plate to meet
for driver evaluations for older adults. There
are now driver evaluators in this country who
don't even know that AD ED exists. We must
to interact with all folks in the game
such as the
the universities, the
ar",pnnIT'lpnt and social agencies, the orga
nizations. We must see what they are doing
and continue our efforts in the game being a
of this growing team.
and valued
We must focus ahead and not be distracted.
We must
to
our name and our cre
dentials out there. Let them know
we
are
as our founding members did in
1977. Times
dictate that we must have
a more visible
outside ofADED than
ever before in our history. We must have long
range vision and not just make a plan for
one year at a time. This year J presented to
the Board the idea of a 5 year strategic plan
instead of a one year strategic plan and you
will see this
later.
of a successful outcome
vision was the Kentucky
this year. \Vhat a finish! This was a
pY:~TT1n'p ofstaying focused and
to the
The winning horse was .U"~"".'F,
in the back ofthe
near the inside
The horse had to hear the other horses to
and feel the rigid railing to its left but
not
distracted. The
horse
along close to the
last stretch shot through the narrow
between the other horses and the
rode its way to the finish line. What a
celebration for the horse and rider!
a

What is our race today? What is our
today? What are the
for the
that we must consider in our
may need to think about
our direction
even
route. We
may need to
our driver because the
road
long and
and we need fresh
ofthis can be neces
energy and
sary for getting to a destination.
t:UJ'tHl<Ut,U

on
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There is no question about our
do this
We would not do this
for it. Why would one
everyday for another?
would one
oneself in such a
situation if
did not love what one does?
work so hard or care so much
wou Id
before he or she says "no" to a person about
the
would one work such
hours for so little pay ifhe or she did not love
what one does?

ADED began as a small
to interact, to
each other.
the same
We need to
energy
excitement of our
members as
worked to meet the needs
of their time.
road
are the same
but
the environments are
is different than 25 or 30 years
The vehicles are
the traffic is
and the people are
We
cannot
the same because we
never
grow and we certainly would not meet all of
the needs
our services
and for the
future. We should have the
can be a leader with the
munities are faced with
closed minded to think that
else will
do this type of work to fiJI the needs in our
communities.
My father who helped me start my own
business in ]990 advised me that I should
consider
as a
thing.

(continued)

He would say to me
makes you
stand on your toes and be alert and strive to
Don't shrink from com
always be at the
petition but embrace competition as a way to
make
"
Today we have some competition. We
have others that have
into the
The
is: are we going to be a
of
the game or are we
to isolate ourselves
so that we will be left out altogether in the
game? We need to MERGE our energy, and
our expeliise with others. We need to let them
know that we exist and that we have been here
for a while and we have a role to play with the
older driver. We have experienee that is valu
able' Remember that branding and
are
for
a
There is much being done in the
driver evaluation for older adults in this
that ADED has no touch on.
concern is that we do not have a presence and
thus voice with the other players. If we don't
have an influence with the work
we may lose our place in the whole scheme
of
Just think for a moment, who do
you know in your community that
dri vel' evaluations for older adults
ADED members or hold a CDRS?

see that we have

to offer them.

If we don't join into this community of
ADED will be in
oflosing its
and its voice in the field
evalu
ation for older adults. I don't mean driver
rehabilitation and driver education for persons
with disabilities. OUf value is still recognized
for evaluating and
someone on hand
controls or
for teachsomeone with a
such as autism
or j\DHD how to drive. I am talking about
driver evaluations for older adults.

I believe that we can lose OUT place with
if we Jose our
what else makes us
voice and influence in this major area with
older adults that is unfulfilled in this
C)I."llll.JI\:;. a recent chent who had a stroke
lIC;llllllJlc:,na came with a
doctor's
driver evaluation to
vices (my
center that uses
listed a program at a
a computerized evaluation and is not set up
to work with someone with a physical dis
ability such as
hemiplegia. This doctor
a program that works with all
groups to a program that
older adults with

The

of
not
but
nurse practitioners,
psychologists and
PhD researchers and social
We
should be
to bring these tolks into our
should want to be a part ofus and
programs as

&

S~rvic~

Van

we all need to see the
We must not lose time and dwell on oppor
tunities that we have missed in recent years.
We must concentrate on what we can become
NOW if we work together as a team, grow
and collaborate with others in the
of driver evaluations. We are a group
ofvarying
and skill
that come from
associa
tions. Some of us wear several hats beside
our ADED hat I have been a member of the
American Occupational
for 32 years and my
as
background is valuable to
a driver rehab specialist. I am sure you feci the
same about
educational background. We
to the same
must
that we all
extended family, and
we have our own
immediate family to
be involved with.
Most importantly, we are all this
We are all in the same
and we must
work as a family unit and as a team.
A salesman is
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road in a rainstorm and
stuck in a ditch.
He asks a farmer for help. The fanner hitches
up Elmo, his blind
to the salesman's
car and yells out,
Pull!" Noth
ing happens. He
pull!" Still
Still
pull!" And Elmo
the car
ditchThe driver is confused
says, "I don't
understand. Why did you have to call out
all those different names?" The farmer said,
"Look, ifhe didn't think he had any help, he
wouldn't even
Today we must work
We can
all do much more than we
once we
decide to do it. We cannot be content with
how we are. We
need to jump
start ADED into a motion and energy that
will revitalize us,
us and create
the future we all want
ADED. ADED
its amlrmlch.
and set our
as
have to strive to meet those
we rest but one moment more, we may be on
the
end.
We must continue our efforts with more
confidence and trust in ourselves and in oth
ers. We must be willing to see that evelyone is
working toward the good ofthe community or
eountry. We all want sate drivers on the road.
We must look for those others in our com
munities who could use our help, but maybe
don't know we can help them or how we can
help them. One
is for sure that we must
help them in any way we can.
All successful
set clear
take
their comfort
zones
feedback and
self-correct.
Above
successful people never
discovered over the past few years a
truth that is hard to
at times. In adver
lies the opportunity to see clearly where
we want and don't want to be. In these times
that may test the long traditions of
we must
a sense ofdirection, stability,
confidence and control. We must rise to this
and our challenge as members
2009 to make our
We have within us,
we need to achieve almost
we want it, and how
we are
to work to
it. There
are no limits.
set our
on what
can become and what we want ADED
to be. A future that maintains our brand and

12009
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identity in the field that our
started in 1977.

members

Each person has a r"'~'''''''l'l~1
place to serve in ADED's
the village of ADED to
ahead ofus.
the future. We must
plan.
Berra said "You've
to be velY
careful if you don't know where you are go
ing, because you
not
there.
ADED folks
to address driving
numbers of older
the next 15 years
are
We must
up to the plate
as others are
doing. We don't need
to STOP what we're
nor YIELD but
MERGE our energy and our thinking and
our momentum with others. We must be bold,
and collaborative with all the
other groups and persons in the game now.
We need
to step up to the
and
We need folks to be on
to lead a
to be an
~np'''Ii'f'r at our
to
in
~"'0,",<H,",U, and also to be involved in other
V~e,"W":'''''''V!J'' work and represent ADED at
the same time. Remember every
is an
opportunity. We need
to know what others
in order to be
in the work.
We must
to work
with everyone so they
will see we are willing
to
our minds and

which smelled delicious and made the man's
mouth water. The
around the
table were thin
to
spoons with
ch·o"..,,,,,rt to their
I.Ivo'~!un.. to reach
a spoonful. But
than their arms,
back into their
,,''''\.1'',",H.·\,I at the sight of
and
"Can't you do
to
them'?" he asked. The pastor
"You have seen HELL."
Then
went to the next room and
It was
the same as
opened the
the first one. There was the large round table
with the
pot of delectable stew. The
<;;qlHI.IIJICU with the same long
the people were well
laughing and talking.
each other. The man

That's what I call teamwork. No one person
is more important than the team. The
is how to build the team and make it more
(continued on page 10)

cause.
Franklin said
in 1776 "We must all
or assur
we shall all hang
" Maybe he
wrote this in a different
context but it is eertainly
relevant to the theme of
today.
A man was having
a eonversation with a
one day and said
"I would like to know
what Heaven and Hell
are like." The pastor led
the man to two doors. He
one of the doors
the man looked in. In
the middle of the room
was a large round table.
In the middle ofthe table
pot of stew,
was a
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Collected shorts and stories
the
recent automotive industry, as compiled by
Mark Lore, President ofRide-Away Corp

********
VAN ROLLOVER RISKS

The National Highway Traffic Safety Ad
ministration (NHTSA) is once again urging
those involved to be cautious while driving
15 passenger vans, since these vehicles have
a much higher risk ofrolling over than other
vehicles. These vans become extremely
vulnerable when they are fully loaded with
passengers and luggage. In analyzing the
roll overs in recent history, several impor
tant pieces of new information have come
to light:

·80% of those
have been killed
in these crashers were not wearing their
seatbelts.
• Driver
has been a

• Interactive vehicle communication
cars can communicate with other cars
on the
as well as other communica
in order to transmit vehicle
road
and weather
conditions.

• Pre-Safe Pulse
air chambers in
the
the side bolsters of the seat
active
will move the
up
to 50 millimeters toward the center of the
vehicle
a lateral collision. This could
reduce
forces on the
by
one-third in the event of an accident.
Function the
LED main beam to
IJVL"vW'HH hazards
would
well when

Source: Automotive Digest 8/09.

a dem
Mercedes
onstrator that accelerates the cabin of the
vehicle and starts the Uv\"U~JalJ"L;:'
prior to a collision. The cabin moves
forward and backward and
moving up to a
of
about 9 miles an hour.

ADA INPUT: Make sure your vehicle

Source: Automotive Fleet 7109

factor in these crashes.

can show YOll that its conversion
meets all center
tolerances as set
Ford in
vehicle specifications
modifier who can 'f is gambling
with people:, lives and vehicle safety!
YnfJIJlllPr

********
GREAT NEW SAFETY FEATURES ON
THE HORIZON

several new and exciting au
features were showcased
of Vehicles (ESV)

• Pre-Safe Structures

cars built with
inflatable metal structures that have this
metal folded when at an at-rest state. In the
event of a
builds
up air pressure within
and causes this metal to
thus

senses a
it is
Because this is faster than a human
and it increases the deceleration of
the
because it works in
with the vehicle's standard
avoid accidents by
much less distance
feature.
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seat belts in all
while DC and 49
states have some seat belt laws for adults.
Only New Hampshire does not have an adult
seat belt law (Drive free or die).
Source: Automotive

*******
DO YOU KNOW?

Did you know that
common cause of collisions?

*******

6109

****** *
WHO ARE YOU?

• Where are

most
drivers?
obey the rules of the road):
and Houston.

• Where are the "neutral navigators"?
go with the flow). Chicago and
New York.
• Wllere are the "courageous commuters"?
do what it takes to get there): At
and Minneapolis.
These statistics are according to a quiz
given by Tom Tom Inc of Concord, Mas
sachusetts.
Source: Automotive Fleet 7109

WIPE THAT SMILE OFF YOUR FACE!

Source: Automotive Fleet 6109

is the most

Interactive

********
The DMVs in four states:
Indiana, Nevada and
are now not
allowing people to have a
smile on their
driver's license photo, since smiles make
face recognition software
effective in
law enforcement efforts.
now, 31
states use computerized matching ofdriver's
license photos in an
to eliminate the
fraudulent
licenses.
According to officials in Indiana who have
required dull facial
for ovcr 10
years, they have
more than
people from getting

6109

********
GETTING PULLED OVER BY THE
POLICE? READ THIS!!

• Pull over in a safe area where police can
aDr)roilch driver's side window.
any safe spots. This
that you are
wheel
can see them.
• Get out your license and registration
once the officer is there watching.
in your car and never
asked to do so.

out unless

Source: Automotive Fleet 7109

BUCKLE UP IN THE BACK SEAT

Although most states don't
adult
passengers to buckle up while
in rear
seats, safety officials feel that this is a
gap in seat belt laws. NHTSA has found that
when adults wear seat belts in the back seat,
there is a 44% reduction in crash fatalities
in passenger cars. The numbers are even
greater when looking at vans and SUVs as
are 73% more effective in
fatalities, especially in head-on collisions.
Currently, only DC and 21 states require
NEwsBRAKE

********
LATE FOR WORK EXCUSE #357

Charlotte Hanson of Leeds England
her car
and before she could
her
them in his
mouth. As she
them out, Alfie
thought it was a
and
became more
enamored
them. Thinking quickly,
Charlotte
some sausage and offered it
to Alfie but he
down the meat and
the
with it. As she was
two
I1r"""PI1

2009

,

, (continued)

days to let nature take its course, Charlotte
missed work and an appointment at the dog
obedience class. Finally, Alfie was taken to
the Vet where an operation retrieved Char
lotte's car keys.
Source: Company Car Driver 7109

********

WARNING: FOODS DANGEROUS TO
DRIVING

Since 80% of all crashes are a result of
driver distraction and 65% of near misses are
also in this category, it is important to know
what foods and beverages cause the most
distraction. Insurance.com just released its
list of foods to avoid while driving:

Nicholas Sparks, a tow truck driver, was
talking on one cell phone while texting on
another phone, when he crashed into a car,
drove through a fence, hit a house, and
finally stopped when his truck went into
a swimming pool. According to a Niagra
County Deputy, 68 year old Lily White and
her 8 year old great niece Kiara McDowell
were injured when the flatbed tow truck
crashed into their car before hitting the
other items. The tow truck was towing two
vehicles and had two motorcycles on the
bed. Sparks, 25 years old, was charged with
reckless driving, talking on a cell phone and
following too closely.
Source: Automotive Fleet 7/09

1) Coffee - hot coffee causes problems for
obvious reasons. Do not pour it in your
lap!
2) Hot soup - who eats soup when driv
ing?
3) Tacos - my floor looks like a salad bar
after Taco Bell
4) Chili dogs - won't even try this one!
5) Hamburgers - special sauce on my tie?
6) Ribs and wings - it's a car, not a picnic
table!
7) Fried chicken - I use the grease like
Armour All.
8) Jelly donuts - I can eat these in one bite
9) Soda - fizz
10) Chocolate - is that melted chocolate on
your pants or ....?
I don't understand why they left offfondue!

********

********

THE BRAKE IS THE ONE ON THE LEFT

Fall 2009
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SELECTED SHORTS

• You have a23 times more chance ofa crash
or near crash if you text while driving.
• A cop hailed a taxi in Nigeria only to rec
ognize it was his own car that was stolen
20 years earlier.
• Nl-ITSA says that 18% of all fatal accidents
from 2001-2006 involved cars missing air
bags. These were removed when previous
repairs had been done.
• A Swedish motorist was denied the per
sonallicense plate "ADHD" because of
ficials felt it might offend attention deficit
sufferers.
• Car Max announced that the most popular
colors in vehicle searches through their
website are black (36%), white (17%),
silver-gray (15%), blue (11 %), red (l0%),
green (4%), and yellow (2%).
• Insure.com Least expensive vehicles to
insure: Chrysler Town & Country, Ford
Escape, GMC SielTa Pickup, Chevy Im
pala, Ford Club Wagon. Most expensive:
Dodge Ram Pickup, Chevy Silverado CIK
pickup, Toyota Prius, Honda Accord, Nis
san Altima.

9

,

, (continued)

to ABRN the easiest insurers
to work
are State Farm, USAA, and
Allstate. The hardest are
All
state, and GErCO.
to
more than
185,000 autos that were flood damaged
and had branded titles are now
sold
with "clean" titles because of some state's
title
that allow title
to Auto
New York
drivers are the least comieous in the US.
Miami previously held the title.

that use GPS in its com
pany vehicles use 22% less fuel than those
that do not.

* ** ***
THE FASTEST AND THE SLOWEST

Car and Driver ranked the ears sold in the
U.S. in several
and of course
I had to look at which cars are the fastest or
it's a guy
By the way, I only
looked at the cars
$100,000 since I
assume that most of us don't usually

President's Address
(continued from page 7)
successful. ADED must move into the 21 th
century with its
its
its
evaluation techniques
its strategies. We
must move toward evidence-based practice
because ifwe don't, we will lose ourcredibil
ity. In today's
we must be able to prove
our value through evidence-based
and
because we say it is so. That will
not hold up as value any

We
our certification ~r"crr<'rrI
We must
our workshops
our
conferences and re-think our purpose so we
can move beyond just
a "conference"
association. We must save
use our money
wisely for all of these projects which means
saving expenses at our conferences.
In the recent Costco
new
story about
She was quoted about her ml:magelnem
losophy that she describes as "Performance
with Purpose." She uses 5 "C's" to detail her
approach.
are: competence, courage
(and
communication, compass
and <";U(jl<..;IU'llg.
The first one is competence. She states
"I think you can't move up in any job or in
life unless you are damn
at ,",UIHIOLUHIJ',.
You have to have a hip-pocket skill. If you
forget that skill, your utility goes down in a
company because people don't know what to
come to you tbr because you are not current

nicate what you are going to do in a compelway then that is a wasted
"
The fourth C is compass. Ms. Nooyi
states that "You can have everything, but if
you don't have moral
it is all for

"
The fifth C is Coaching. She descTibes
that mentors have
a role in
her life and that mentees
you. You don't
find them. A men tee has picked you as a
mentor because you have the competence,
the
and
you are a
you have a moral compass.
Thcy say "1 want to hitch my horse to yours
because J
are
to go
and
you will take me with you.
Though at the helm for less than 2 years,
is responsible for much of her com
CUlTent successful portfolio. She led
in selling off businesses such as
Hut, and Taco Bell and shifted the
focus to ",",,",.HiH""
and Quaker Oats. The
today includes products such as the iconic
soda pop but also G2
Naked Juice, and SunChips.

The second C's is courage (and confi
dence.) She states "You can be vcry
at
are not willing to break
but
SPt~al<mg up when you think
is not
done
what is the
value
all that cOlnp,~tellce?"
The third C is communication. She states
"You might be willing to have the courage and
have the
but ifyou can't commu

After an artist has created a work of art
and has finished the art, they must move on
to the next project and the next work ofart on
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Fastest (Top Speed)
Corvette Z06 -198
~a\jlll<l'-' CTS- V 191 mph
Nissan GT-R 191
Slowest (top Speed)
Smalt Fortwo 91mph
Ford F-lS0 Supercrew
Ranch 4X4
96mph
Hummer H3 Alpha 98mph
Car

(continued)

This lady saw a vision of what she wanted
to create for
- she saw the
view of where people in
were mov
ing with health choices, looked at the current
reality ofPepsico, fe-set the company's goals
accordingly, made
decisions for the
company, let go of the old and set about to
'~"~m;~ the portfolio of Pepsico
investof
in better products. Nooyi set a
50% ofthe company's U.S. portfolio
be "good for
products
2010. With a
plan, she has created good success
company.

m

autos that cost more than that!

I'JEwsBRAKE

a blank canvas. The artist must have another
vision, a new vision and
(Robert
Today I want us to
new
picture of ADED - to create the new ADED
that is dictated
our times. We can look to
our past to
and be proud of
where we have come. As the group of 12 folks
did in
and a
group of folks did in
the mid
we must now re-set our focus
on the future ofADED. What we want ADED
to be and how we can
there.
Robert Fritz says "Ifthere is an important
reason to do
we will
ably do it." To do so we must start
truth of our current
and then re-focus
on what we want ADED to be. A
to this
is that we may have to think
differl~ntlv but understand that
isn't
Ifwe have the cour
a
then
age to see our reality the
we can see the
because we see how
reach our end
art we called
our homes with a renewed sense
with a sense of urgency of work to
and how we can
involved.
Susan closed her talk with the remark that
"I shaH
have ADED in my heart and
in my soul wherever life takes me on my
from this
" She encouraged each
conference attendee to come by and talk with
her at a
in the exhibit hall. She
was appreciative of the many old and new
friends that
by to talk with her and
were
and ideas for the
new art
These will be
to
the Board and
can be rP:,,'IP\i\!Pf!
next Newsbrake.

This is your call to action! What will you do
today to help the cause in your community
andfor ADED?

12009
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Daniel P.

CDRS

or assessing the deaf in a vehicle
can be tricky business, but with a few
rules and hand signals you can be on your way
to a safe session!
Some ofyou have had
deaf that required you to have an
while in the vehicle
"<UHJ.H~. This "'r~,~ti,'a
the ADA
abilities Act), is also
had a meeting on the
a bureaucrat
from Washington who insisted that we needed
an interpreter in the vehicle while teaching
by asking him,
the deaf. I solved this
"How many times have you turned around
while driving to have a conversation with
the person in the back seat?" He of course
''l\'EVER THAT'S DANGEROUS."Oh
Then
would you want to put an
intl~rnrptl'r in the backseat of a vehicle while
is
You could see the
go on. He then went on to say, "Oh,
not think of that!"
That's a true
and I have never heard
from him since.
let's take a look at how
we safely train or assess the deaf in a vehicle.
To do that, we have to look at a few key areas:
the environment, the
and the tools we
need to work with the deaf on the road.
THE ENVIRONMENT: The vehicle
should be as free from noise as
This
will be
the deaf
is relyon
to follow directions.
Rolling up the windows and turning down
the blower fan are a few simple things you
can do to cut down on unnecessary noise.
I assume and
that all of you have the
radios off.
THE STUDENT: To provide effective
communication to a deaf individual in the ve
to have an interview
hicle, it will be
with the
or
to find out, in
detail, the abilities and limitations ofthe deaf
individual.
are meeting a deafperson
for the first
a general
can hear
the
individual, the less
Remember there are two
speech readers
(who do not understand
languagc) and
signers. We must work with both.
THE TOOLS: When
or training
the deaf you will need a couple of tools. The
first tool is a notebook and pen. Remember,
the deaf are visual and take to drawings so it

Fal

will be very easy for you to
over if you
need to explain
to the deaf indi
vidual via pad
Now you might say,
We can't stop every
but what about
few hundred
answer to that is the
8 simple hand
1 developed in order to
communicate
the deaf in the changing
envIronment of the road.
ON THE ROAD: When working with the
deaf on the
a note
pen and a se
lected route should be
before each
lesson in the vehicle.
student should be
shown the hand
that will be used
the instructor before the lesson starts. Stu
dents should be told that unless they arc told
(or shown)
they should proceed
straight at intersections and cross streets.

These

hand signals can be used
or combined to form several com
mands. The hand

in
vision makes for a smooth time.
of how 1 combine the hand
is that I will use the "look" hand
to point at a traffic light and then tum my hand
left. The individual now understands that I
want a left tum at that light. Another way I
use the
is to show how fast or slow I
would
the individual's speed to be. J do
this
the
at which my hand moves
brings instant understand
press on the brake to
The combinations
are endless but since
are so
the
individual has instant understanding. It's also
a
idea to verbalize what you're com
the individual to do while you use
Most deaf do have some
residual
and the hand
act
as an aid if needed. One more
needs
to be said before you hit the road with tbe
deaf. When
to the deaf,
unnecessary words out of your
An
would be: Left "hand" turn. The
use of hand serves no purpose. Who
the
hand in turn anyway, and what does have
to do with a turn?
An

Proceed Straight: With your left hand
and forearm bent upward from the elbow in
a vertical position (your thumb should face

NEwsBRAKE

your shoulder and your fingers should be
pointing
move your forearm and
hand
to a horizontal poison
in one smooth motion.

Stop: With your hand and forearm extend
ed forward from the shoulder in a horizontal
twist your hand from the wrist so that
faces forward and your fingers are
or

With your hand and
f()rward from the shoulder
in a horizontal
twist your hand from
the wrist so that your palm faces forward and
your
are pointing upward
STOP
",V'C~M,rl~r

trom the shoulder, twist your arm to
allow your
to fall left or
Slow Down: With your hand and forearm
bent
from the elbow in a vertical
sition with your thumb facing your "U\J'U1UIOl
and
upward, twist
from
your palm faces
the
of
Up: With your hand and forearm
bent upward from the elbow in a vel1ieal
sition with your thumb
twist
hand from the
so that your
upward; move your forearm (with
up) upward a couple of levels
if
you were ascending a ladder),
...... JI ... II~t: Lanes (to the right or left): With
your
and forearm extended from the
elbow in a vertical position with your thumb
your shoulder, twist your hand from
the wrist so that your palm faces
extend
your forearm (with the
to
the
or left.

Reverse: With your hand and forearm
extended straight forward, twist
wrist
so that the palm of your
faces
body. Move your forearm from the
(with the hand
upward)
towards your body.
Look: With yom hand and forealm extend
ed forward from the shoulder in a horizontal
faces +m'''m~r
so that your
your index and
a peace sign (this is
for "look").
For more infOlmation, contact Daniel P. Cox,
CDRS daniel@heightsdriving.comor440
449-3300, Heights Driving School Inc., 5241
Wilson Mill Road, Richmond Hts. OH44143
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I would like to extend a sincere thank you
to all the 2009 exhibitors and sponsors. I appreciate your support and
look for
ward to
you each year. I want to thank all the
and those who attended
the
demonstrations held in the exhibit hall
afternoon. We are already
looking ahead to 20 IO. Please make plans to join us in Kansas City.
·"n;t"..~'np" exhibit coordinator

2009 EXHIBITORS

Simulator

Access Unlimited

Stereo Optical Company, Inc

International
Inc

Sure
of Kentucky

Products

North America

ADED

VMr

AOTA
B & D Independence Co." Inc
Braun
Bruno

Aids

Creative Controls

2009 SPONSORS
Unlimited
Access vans of Louisiana

Crescent Industries

Driving Alliance

Doron Precision Systems, Inc.

B & D Independence Co.

Drive

Braun Ability

Inc.

DriveABLE Assessment Centers Inc.
Inc.

Aids

Bruno
Crescent Industries

Eldorado National
EZ
Inc

Inc.
Electronic Mobility

Freedom Sciences

EZ Lock Inc.

General Motors

Freedom Sciences

LLC

Products and
IDS
KEMPF

Works

MPS Corporation
Mobility Products and

MPS
Stereo Optical

Inc.

NMEDA

Van and Mobility
Sure Grip

Nor-Cal Vans

VMI

Permobil Inc.
Posit Science
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D M ntor ro ram ntrod c d at
2009 onferenc n Lex·n on
The
year for the ADED Mentor
Program was held in Lexington, Kentucky at
the 2009 Conference with a total of 64 VIP's
and mentors
in the program. Onsite feedback was
positive from
both the VIP's and the mentors, As with
any new program, there is
to
it While at the
we
received comments from several participants
with ideas to make
for the
year, A post-conference survey was mailed
to those who
in the program.
As ofthe News Brake print date, 11 surveys
have been
two
from VIP's and
nine (9) from mentors, The ADED board
of directors will review the comments and
make improvements as feasible,
'vVHUUF',

As a
the purpose ofthe Of()!zram
was to establish a nel:\vork that
provide
an opportunity for
members
to meet newer
with a goal of
and
them
into the Association. The most immediate
benefit would be
a sense of
term benefits would
an infonTIal network within
g'UJLf"'~ll'-"J that would include members

from the various professional backgrounds,
increasing membcrship
and
a way for more
members to
back" to ADED.
The following questions were presented
ith the results to date recorded in
I. Were you a:

VIP or

Mentor?

2. Do you feel that the Mentor
met or has the potential to meet the above
mentioned purpose and benefits? (10) yes
(1) no
3.
were a
do you feel that
benefited from the Mentor
yes
no
4. If you were a Mentor, do you believe
that the
has the potential to
as an organization?
) undecided
5. When
future ADED
Conferences, would you consider participating
in the Mentor Program
(9) yes (0) no
undecided (I) no response
6. As an AD ED member, do you think the
Mentor
should be an ongoing
of the Annual Conference? (l0) yes (0) no
no response

VIP Comments: "Excellent opportunity
to help build a comfort zone ... "

"I had a wonderful
with my
two mentors". they
so much
and it was good to have a perspeetive on
the equipment from a CDRS
the
vendor."

On-site VIP comment: "This is my seeond
conferenee. At the first one, I felt that there
that could not be broken into.
to have the opportunity to go out
to eat on
or Saturday
other
members in order to get to know them"

Mentor Comments:
"The
has potential,
a few booths
we had varied interests,
we decided to visit the
on our
own and connect if we had questions," "If
I think it would be a
idea to
match up teams prior to the
so
can make contact ahead oftime, arrange
of the
to meet at, or before the
conference." .. It made it more difficult for
me to work on the case studies in the vendor
area
there could be an introduction
time/area where mentors could take the
VIP's to the various vendors and introduce
them and learn about the
before
work on the case studies begins ... " "I wish
this had been around for my first
'V<,'v,"'WA

tJr(,a;:1m

1. Product Designed for Safety; B&D seat bases meet the combined
requirements for FMVSS CMVSS 207 & 210.

e

thanks to all who participated.
being a
oftheADED Mentor
next year in KC.

2. Superior Customer Service: Our professional and knowledgeable staff

techrllcal support and ships 96,5%

withlrl

hours,'

3. Designs Specific to the Vehicle and Conversion: Our bases are designed with
Chrysler, Toyota, Honda, Ford and GM with the following
conversions: Braun, VMI, Eldorado, Tuscany, Norcal and Eclipse.

4. Customer Focused Designs: ComfortSafe"" Foot Rest makes transferring easier,
5. Constantly Improving Performance & Appearance; B&D has made over 25
improvements with the Leadership Series in 2008 with more to come in 2009,

Leadership Transfer Seat Bases
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CHAPTER NEWS
KY, TN, WV Chapter
The
met on
Superior Van and Mobility.
a power point and product UICOUI'-HE,uaUVlI
by Theresa Reidel from Bruno. Lunch
was
Bruno. Tim Jordan and
Phil Lauerman presented on comparisons
between
and
drivers. Clinton
Matney
an overview of the differ
ent
hand controls and demonstrated
their use on a vehicle. All attendees obtained
CEUs. Nominations for new officers were
taken. Michele Coffey was nominated for
President and Suzanne Farnan Maddux was
nominated for
The next
is
scheduled for December 17th at Frazier Re
hab. The topic is Wheelchair Transportatioll
This presentation will be submitted
for CEU h~~.~~,,~

Here are more free resources related to traffic

AAA Foundation for
The AAA Foundation has launched a new site for Older Driver
includes a link to ADED as a source to find driver rehab specialists

which

New report:
Majority ofDrivers 55+ Unaware ofPotentiaUy Dan
gerous Combination of Medications and Driving
http://www.aaafoundation.orgimultimedia/index.cfm?button=MedsOlderDrivers

1.11.1 07 /Main/Public/Blurbsl16181 O.aspx
"Tn,Uf""f

Traffic Safety Administration

****** *

This column is a

are located
web

column. Please use
ADED News Brake - on-line resources

Sa!u;la)\Vww.GresOO1tindustrj"''''.C0fTl

announces your functions such as
horn.
etc. When you hear the
desired function activate
to select

Electronic
vehicle such as
and other accessory controls.

Remote Controls Remote controls for all
n''''WUUI!',

Rican. Crow River,

1. :M.S. and others. They
can be
controls.
"'..,,'1'...."'.....

Visit our

Fall 2009

Entries are available for all lifts

site at

NEwsBRAKE
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Dan Allison, MS, OTRIL,ATP, CDRS
Wes Perry,ATPCDRS

SAFE-T
2006, as collaboration hpJ"""pn
Martin Center for Assistive
and the Center for Advanced Vehicular
Systems (CAVS)
State
which was funded
the
Council on Developmental
"a <Jl1 Jl Lll..," , The project has grown
from a study of emergency egress for
of motor vehicles
wheelchair
to include an education component for
end users.
feedback indicated

securement in
personal vehicles as well as
and school
There are many issues that must be
addressed when
a person
with a disability.
whether
someone should ride in
wheelchair
or transfer to a seat, determining where
to (and where not
attach tiedown
to a
and
that appropriate securement

can prevent an occupied wheelchair
from
over, or
a
These are
of important, often common
issues that arise when
people
with a
these issues
helps ensure
of the wheelchair user
and all other passengers as well.
SAFE-T researched these issues
and attempted to
causes that lead
to an individual's compromised
by
or not using the restraint
in their vehicles.
t;;t;;\JVi;\<.;!I. was obtained via
surveys and
provision
pilot training sessions.
The research indicated that individuals
who use and rely on adapted equipment
for securement were not being effectively
trained in its
use or IJ"J""_,""'A
for emergency conditions.
research also indicated that emergency
medical personnel and First "',"'''\full'''''"''
were not
trained in
proper
when
individuals with disabilities in an adapted
such as
wheelchair lIsers
with automatic
Manufacturers of securement C""<P'n1C
such as Q-Straint and
have made
strides in
to use, as
training
tools available on their websites.
this does not PTTF'l'Tnlf'
reach many end users.
Feedback from individual end users
demonstrated several factors
<:",nr."nri"tp use of securement

6 Way Transfer Seat Base
6
.. Vertical Speed 0.9

Ir"

pfjr socond

• Lifting CapaCJly
Forward and

• HOflzor.tal reavo]

• Not
received effective training 
"No one ever showed me that!"
• Difficulty or inconvenience of equipment
use - "It takes too long", "It's dirty, and I
can't reach back there"
• Misunderstanding use of wheelchair
- "My wheelchair has its
own brakes", "1 have a seat belt on my
chair"

following factors:

www,mobililyproductsdesign,com
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of incorrect use, even
"That's

Fall 2009
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III

III

III

I

I

I

I

• Accumulation of a variety of
in confusion
different securement
of wheelchair compo
nents and how that can impact transporta
tion and securement
• Characteristics of different disabilities
and how those varied needs may impact
the task of
• Some training materials for self-teaching
were perceived as too complicated. Many
users were intimidated
the elaborate
ule'5";UH;:', and number of different
in the process.
• Most classroom training was conducted
for "ideal" conditions, not representative
of many,
conditions encountered
In consideration of this teeClbiiCI(
IJHJ!IJV;:'C;U measures for future
were devised.
• To demonstrate the importance of se
curement, show the Crash Test videos
available from the RERC on Wheelchair
Transportation
Educational tool
box and available on their website (www.
• Training should include "hands-on" train
ing preferably with a retum demonstration
the end users.
train the end-users with the
• If
equipment in their vehicle.
• Educate

who prescribe

Demonstration board for hands on practice and experience with different
manufacturers and
type of floor connections as well as different
rO ....... "" .... t methods;
multiple Retractors, and automatic docking systems.
wheelchairs on the importance ofWC-19
compliance and transport
• Be sure to teach the "Best Practice" ap
proach, not
how to address an ideal
situation.

(continued on next page)

of power mobility
demonstrated

Fall

• Provide tips that can make the job eas
on
ier and
such as
wheelchairs for tiedown
and
for hard to hook

Various

NEwsBRAKE

on
can be demonstrated
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Project SAFE-T (SafeTransportation):
Transporting People with Disabilities
(continuedfrom
page)
• Develop a certification for end-users and
trainers

Based on the Project
the T.K.
Martin Center developed and now offers
a SAFE-T training program
for transporting people with
disabilities. The program is
towards two audiences:
Individuals who regularly
transport persons with a
disability and First """"iJVIIU\o''''"
EMS Professionals.

To inquire about training services,
appointments
andfees, please contact Dan Allison or
Wes Perry at the T. K. Martin Center,
662.325.1028.

mcUui'me SCflrea.r.tllllR

The following
modules were developed and
are available either individually
or as a whole.
The
of various
and hands-on
with
return demonstration by the
trainees.
can be tailored to
the audience and the
use or the 1'. K.
Center can provide use of their
IH11mtf'li vehicles
different
of commercially
available tiedowns currently
on the market. Training can be
done at the T. K. Martin Center
at
State
or at the
location. CEUs
or contact hours are available.

Rescue Randy on a simulated
tied own station

2010 AD D BOARD
L CTIONS
Don't forget to vote!
This is your CALL to ACTION!
Sal
will be mailed
all ADE mem
The
original ballots are due to the executive office by
mail October 23, 2009.
Late ballots will not be counted,
so be sure to send in your ballot promptly.
18
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Th
Optec® Rehab Vision Tester

us
can raise the roo};
thefloor
Evaluate, compensate, remediate and more
are driving instructors, 0.
vendors,
all deal with
with fenders
when they
come out
there is nothing
we have missed
We are the association ofdriving rehab
We check vision,
Mobility, stability,

perception, attention
joys and tears
years

CHORUS
We do driving assessments in the clinic, car or van
Analyze,
modifY where we can
Provide mechanical, low or high tech adaptation
and installation
Providing the
ofindependent
transportation
While
CHORUS
We gather
at least once a year
To reconnect,
learn, and
a
So we find ourselves here in lovely Lexington
Land
bluegrass and bourbon
Where ...
lower the floor
more
instructors~

o. T~)-,

tJVYj,nn,n'

with vehicles
We need to
our clients
drive
And
sure that we all come out
We have to
certain that there is
that
we
We are the association ofdriving rehab specialists

Fall
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Night Testing
nsitivity Testing
Testing

2009 Annual
Conference & Exhibits
Balance Sheet
Tflrlmm'1nn based on data available
at time ofprint deadline.

invoices or

EXPENSE: 20,146
PROFIT:
(final amount to
be adjusted when open invoices are
retired and upon receipt of Hyatt
Room Rebate)

from the Certification Coml11ittee
to

following people who completed
to
CDRS
Hall. Those that
their case
should have received their certificate
not received your certificate, please contact Liz
at:
Purnima Karia
Bowen
Ronda Buck
Remo Minichiello
Teresa Valois

Charlene DeMaria
Chrystie Kelly

Kachanoski
Dawn Kleber

Deena GarrisonJones
Richard Keller

John

Susan Maroney
Carol Morrisa
Tricia Coppola-Passariello
Steve Quinn

Michele Luther-Krug

Kimber Glick

Donald

James Wheststone
Jenet Wessels

lmron Firdausi
Adam Forrest

Colin Matthews

Debbie Sams

Laura

Krisity Clark

the mail. If you

Paul Schmidt
Melinda Smithwick

DeMea

Chris Luscombe-Mills
Pam
Michael McGinn
Michell Caraher/Kuft

Carmen Palanca
Moniarty

Marilyn Collins
Michele Deal

Loretta Stone
Michele Stroh

Kim Molter

Susanne Adamson

Norwood Tatman

Lynn Hedrick

Terri Mishos
Susan Miller

Kathalene Barlou

Mun Wong

Andew

Dan Basore
Deborah Bender

Dean Robertson

Catherine Greene

Mary Johnson

Chad
Toni Potvin
Gail Babirad
Brenda Bennett

20
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For public use and publications
ADED Executive Office I

North Center Street

Hi(:kOl~V

North

DIRECTORS:
PRESIDENT

ATlARGE

Susan Pierce
(407) 426-8020

PAST PRESIDENT:
Lori Benner
(717) 531-7444 (Work]

ATlARGE

PRESIDENT ELECT

MOBILITY EQUIPMENT DEALER

TREASURER
Peggy Gannon
[904i 858-7242 (work)
SECRETARY
Mary Ellen Keith
317-660-6506 (work)
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR:
EI izabetn Green
(828) 855-1623
672-9466 toll free
(828) 855-1672 fax

ADED 2009 COMMITTIES

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
COMMITlEE- REPORTS TO PAST
PRESIOENT
term ends 12/10)
Beth
(201) 368-6072
brolland@kessler-renab,com
Eva Richardville - board member
She'la Jackson
Michael
EDUCATION COMMITlEE- REPORTS
TO PAST PRESIDENT

conference
conference fax)
Sue Henderson
CONFERENCE TEAM

28601

Donna Stresse i (allied health)
Brunette
Mason (allied health)
Anderson
Nead
education)
BOARD DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
REPORTS TO PRESIDENT-ELECT
(1 st term ends
Mary Schwartz 816-751-7729

INeeds 1-3 otner members)
PUBLIC RELATIONS/MEMBERSHIP
COMMITlEE- REPORTS TO
PRESIDENT ELECT

SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE- FAllS
UNDER PAST PRESIOENT

PUBLICATION COMMITTEE- REPORTS
TO PRESIDENT
(2nd term ends 12/10)864-3068
Staci
Lori Benner
Dan Basore
CERTIFICATION COMMITlEE
REPORTS TO PRESIDENT

The Nor-Cal MAX
the most popular minivan
The
of e
clearance and 61" of interior height provide access
the use of a raised roof.
The new 2008 Ford full-size
van now boasts Irn"rn'lIot'l

2009
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Day Cou

Keynote Speaker

Fundamentals of Driver
Rehabilitation
Dianna
Remo Minichiello,

AD D Pre-Confe

n

Towards Ecologically Valid
Assessments of Driving
Ability
Rosamond Gianutsos, PhD, CDRS

Application of Vehicle
Modification

The Signs of the Future-What
lies Ahead for ADED

ATP
Chad Strowmatt, lOT, CDRS

ADED President Susan
SCDCM, CDRS

OTR/l,

Workshops

Driver Rehabilitation:
Evaluation and Treatment of
Adolescents with
Cognitive and Social Skill
limitation

Traffic Safety
Sue Henderson, OTR/l, CDRS
Sally Sullivan,

Miriam Monahan Watson, OTR/l,

n

I Session

Future ADED
Conferen
Driver
Can ADED
have a
and valued role
in this emerging public health
question?
Susan Pierce, OTR/l, SCOCM, CDRS
Elin Schold-Davis, OTR/L
NEwsBRAKE

2010 - Kansas City, MO

1 - Jacksonville,
Kansas City, MO
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ADED Conference Seminars

Product Demonstrations:
An Up Close Look into
the Industry

Passage of WV House Bill
4139: What the future holds for
Bioptic Lens Users who wish
to explore the driving privilege

This seminar provided participants
with an opportunity to meet with
manufacturer representatives, who
provided information about the
adaptive equipment available for
individuals with disabilities,

Vision Rehabilitation Ahead:
"Stay Centered In Your Lane"
Farrell Sheffield, OTR/L, CDRS

Chuck Huss, COMS

Moving Down the Road
Improving Safety for
Wheelchair-Seated Drivers
Larry Schneider, PhD

The Essential Relationship of
the DRS within the Scope of
OT Practice
Anne Dickerson, PhD, OTR/L, FAOTA
Elin Schold-Oavis, IVlS, OTR/L

Fall 2009

Carol Blackburn, OTR/L, CORS
Mary Ellen Keith, COTA, CORS
Eva Richardville, OTR, CORS

Documentation, Telling the
Story: Essential for Protection,
Successful Outcomes and
Marketing

Understanding the Impact of Visual
Deficits on Achieving Successful
Outcomes Behind the Wheel

Cyndee Crompton, IVIS, OTR/L, CDRS
Barry Kavanaugh, Jr., 00, FAAO, FCOVD

Role of Cognition in Driving
Purnima Karia, OTR/L, CDRS

Cyndee Crompton, MS, OTR/L, CDRS
Nancy Washburn, IViA
NEwsBRAKE
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Three Receive Lifetime Membershi Awards
at 2009 ADED Annual Conference
Lori Benner

ADED members and conference attendees
honored three of its finest at the annual
ADED Banquet on August 10,2009. Cathy
Kathie Regan and Mike Shipp were
lifetime
awards
"'tJf"v"m',vu tor their
of time, energy,
passion to the mission ofADED.
To become a lifetime member the award
must be a current member ofAD ED
10 years of formal service to the
A
in the
year allowed
to be given to members who were more
than one year from retirement. Previous
rpnnpn,,< included
within one year

CATHY HOXI

OTR/I" CDRS

Institute of Rehabilitation in
Texas was described as a faithful
member of ADED for over 21 years. "She
worked
behind the scenes on the
behalf
the membership and in support
of the
never sought to
be recognized
her extraordinary work
which made this
even more
powerful. Her
when her name
was announced echoed the beauty of Cathy.
someone else to be in the
she was often the
one
it
behind the scenes.
Cathy has been an V""vLHJCl.LJ
for 2 J years.
a second career for
as she was an
educator prior to becoming an occupational
Cathy combined both her careers
in
ADED as an ADED traffic
course instructor. Cathy also served on the
the conference
ADED board of
local host committee
the certification
committee for three years and most recently
the board development committee.
Best wishes to Cathy as she winds down
her career with retirement scheduled in
October.
told the conference attendees
that she
forward to coming back to
conference and
back with a book.
With her lifetime membership award which
includes free
to conference for a
we
her to do
that so we

24

her company.
KATHIE REGAN hosted her last
conference as the conference
this year. Kathie has been the conference
for the last 23 conferences. She
has
a relationship with the Hyatt
Hotcl chain that enables us to get excellent
and the
Most

a

event
of work that leads up to the
our conferences to go off
year after year is a tribute to Kathie and the
conference team.
her last year as
conference
Kathie worked with Liz
Green to transfer a
ofher
to the executive
would be
of that knowledge in a year.
Kathie has been a conference
certification committee
presenter, and advocate for ADED during
her career. She has been referred to as one
of the two faces of AD ED. Her
to the
was
by the
in their standing ovation as she
the podium to receive her clock
the honor.
Kathie has been an ADED member
since 1979. She has attended every ADED

NEwsBRAKE

conference since 1984 and has been involved
ADED conferences since 1987.
was an ADED board
ADED
president in 1989 and a
chair of the
certification committee.
received the
ADED achievement award in 1998 and has
also been the
of several ADED
citations.
Kathie was the first ADED eo-executive
director from 2001 to 2007.
Kathie is
for other contributions
to the field of driver rehabilitation. She is a
member of NMEDA and
was instrumental in
our close
relationship with NMEDA
several oftheir committees and
opportunities to seek collaboration rpa>lrnma
driver rehabilitation
and mobility
dealers and manufacturers.
l\TMEDA
Kathie was relentless in
of
board members and executive
the need for collaboration between the two
organizations. She did so with
charm and as a true authority in the
Kathie was the founder and administrator
ofthe Cardinal Hill Rehabilitation Hospital
Driver Rehabilitation
from 1974 to
1979. She was the founder and administrator
of the
Office of Vocational
Rehabilitation Driver Rehabilitation
from 1979 to Present.
the
program

Fall

Award of Appreciation
Given to Kathie Regan
Presented by Liz Green

Lori Benner presented the
president's plaque with gavel
to President Susan Pierce in
appreciation for her dedicated
service as ADED president in 2009

Three Receive Lifetime Membership Awards
has served as a national model for "doing
driver rehabilitation the correct way".
She has been a leader in the driver
rehabilitation field, mentor and friend to
all who know her and we all look forward
to her continuing to attend conference and
mentor us as she has so generously done in
the past.
We could not recognize one face of
AD ED without recognizing the other,
MIKE SHIPP. Mike's passion for ADED
was apparent when he shared with the
membership that on his 35th wedding
anniversary also being celebrated on August
10, he and Kathy, his wife, recognized his
need to be with his ADED colleagues.
Those colleagues honored Mike with a
lifetime membership award in appreciation
for all the work he has done on behalf of
the organization. The applause in the room
and standing ovation was evidence that the
organization appreciates that year after year,
Kathy Shipp has shared Mike during this
time ofyear despite his wedding anniversary
being at the same time.

Fall 2009

Mike's contributions to AD ED are
numerous and long-lasting. Mike has been
a member of AD ED since 1981. He served
as a conference team member, most notably
as the exhibit coordinator since 1992. He
was the membership committee chairman
from 1986 to 1988, Mike was the treasurer
in 1990, a conference host and president
elect in 1991, the ADED president in 1992,
and Mike served as the co-executive director
from 2002 to 2007.
Mike has been honored by AD ED for his
contributions to education with the scholar
award in 2000.
During the conference much attention
was given to the need for collaboration
with our sister organizations. Mike has
led this charge for many years. Mike has
been a member of NMEDA since 1990.
He served on the guidelines committee,
and the vocational rehabilitation advisory
committee. His work with NMEDA was
recognized when he received the director's
award in 1999. In addition Mike has been
a member of the Society of Automotive
Engineers and has served as the chairman
NEwsBRAKE

(continued)

of the task group on secondary controls
and systems. He has consulted on the
Transportation Research Board and held
key roles with that organization. He was
the creator of and consultant to consumer
resource programs for the major automotive
manufacturers. Mike has held many positions
on the American Driver and Traffic Safety
Education Association. Mike has also been a
leader ofRESNA at the national level.
Mike's presentation and education
experience is vast and varied. He has
written curriculum, textbook chapters,
reports and publications. He has been a
consultant to many local and national traffic
safety organizations. His curriculum vita
rivals all in the field and his generosity in
sharing his knowledge has benefited all in
the organization.
Cathy Hoxie, Kathie Regan, and Mike
Shipp, the membership ofAD ED is honored
and blessed to have you as members, friends,
and colleagues. We look forward to many
more years of seeing you at conference and
learning from your vast experience.
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Whoever thought freedom would come

in a 6-by-9 package.

The innovative Dock 'N' Lock'0 Securement
from Sure-Lok
gives individuals with special needs the freedom to drive. The
mM_,,,m"I&' wheelchair bracket is designed for increased
clearance, it reduces
on carpets, thresholds
and uneven surfaces. Its compact, 6-by-9 inch base
two
locking arms that minimize side-to-side and fronHo-lJack
wheelchair movement for superior stability. Dock 'N' Lock is
easy to install and maintain, and gives
the independence
to enjoy life on their terms.

NEwsBRAKE
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Presidential Citations given by
ADED President Susan Pierce

& Michele Coffey: this
group of
around for over 10
for AD ED at no salary to give AD ED a good
conference each
They work
and self
ishly behind
scenes and
recog
nition
this
for a

Elin Schold-Davis: for
collaborative spirit
between AD ED
AOTA, and her gener
osity in giving ADED a
voice and visibility at
many meeting tables.
She has shown a fair
and impartial represen
tation of all driver re
habilitation
of all backgrounds, and
shown she has all of our
She
shown a willingness to share her knowledge and
experiences with ADED, and
been a trusted friend
of all us.

NEwsBRAKE
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A warm welcome to all of the
ADED Conference VIPs!
We hope that you had a great experience at the 33rd Annual ADED Conference
and plan to retmn next year for more educational opportunities. This is the place to
go for quality education , and the opportunity to interact with others in the field of
driving rehabilitation and adaptive driving technology.
For all of our currentADED members, try to keep in touch with om newest members
and VIPs (remember we were all newbies at one point in om careers).
Timothy Allen, AZ

Betsy Portman , KY

Diane K. Andel1, MI

Lori Radzinski , PA

Thomas Antkow, CO

Jeff Ritchie, KY

Kathalene C. Barlow, K Y

Kristy L. Royle, OH

Corey Carlson, NC

Marc Samuels, CA

Melissa Eglinton, TX

Tim Shane, KY

Alisa Gound, KY

Ellen Silverman, CA

Tyler C. Hamilton, KS

Mindy Smithwick, MO

Randy Hayden, AR

Suzanne Starnes, TN

Cynthia D. Hendrix, LA

Kathleen Weihs, PA

Richard Keller, DC

Dana Willison, CA

Joan Kirkman , MI
Lorri Leslie, FL
Larry Llewellyn, ON
Dana Moore, VA

Fall 2009
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The calendar
events is
provided as a service to
members.
News Brake does not confinn the accuracy
ofthe information
Please verifY
dates and locations with the
listed.
>I<

* * * OCTOBER * * * *

October 15-16,2009 ... ."",,,,,r
ADED

Rehab

Contact: www.aacc.eduldrivinglinstructor.cfm
Or (410) 777-2325

* * * *

November
Abilities

NOVEMBER
2009

* * * *

GA

Contact: www.abilitiesexpo.com

November 11
2009 Sarasota, Florida
DSAA Internationsl
School
Convention
Contact: www.thedsaa.org

* * * *

FEBRUARY

* * * *

10-12,2010
Nevada:
19th Annual NMEDA Conference
Contact:

*

>I<

ww.nl~!ea'fl.OJrg

* *

or 800-833-0427

* * * *

APRIL

9-11, 2010 Los
Abilities Expo

CA

Contact: www.abilitiesexpo.com

* * * *

21
2010
Abilities Expo

MAY

Contact:

NEWS

* * * *

NJ

WW'W.tlO!ll!!~'Se)rpo.com

****

July 9 11, 2010,
IL
Abilities
Contact: www.abilitiesexpo.com

July
3,2010 Kansas City, MO:
ADED Annual Conference
Contact: www.aded.ne.

* * * * * * * * * * * *

To have your event information included
in the Mark Your Calendar section,
the infonnation to:
Editor, News Brake
(412) 864-3068
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Paul Musso, Managing Director,
Adaptive Driving Alliance
Over the past several years, the Adap
Alliance (ADA) has been
which
would
our
with afford
able, long-term liability insurance. We
recently launched a Property and Casual
ty Insurance
thru PSA Financial
and
part of
comprehensive program is
the area of risk
on risk l1WLUap;C;1
hopefully eliminate a
incident
before it occurs. Obviously, this is a
positive for the consumer, the dealer and
all others attached to the transaction.

ONE OF THE

if not
liability risks a dealer faces
of hand controls and
The
instal
lation
the appropriate
fitted
correctly to the individual who has been
evaluated and trained is
and on,>,.",rl{
critical to the safe
of the vehicle. This is why the Adaptive
Driving Alliance has remained com
mitted to ADED's CDRS
The
ADA has even
to
the dealer insure the appropriate evalua
tion and training is done prior to deliver
ing the
But even when
is done
right, accidents still happen. Unfortu
for the dealer and evaluator, it is
that counts in a court
but
can be proven. Because
of
we are asking evaluators to in
clude pedal blocks in all
of
controls.
Here is an
that has
more than once.
purchases a
vehicle with
controls. Something
and
have an accident,
can many times be ,-,u",,,, vu
Their statement is "The hand controls
got stuck the vehicle accelerated and I
~ould no;
it." After evaluation of the
the
controls are found to
be installed
to manufacturer
specifications and
properly. The
individual was
evaluated and
trained. The
the evalu
ation and
installed the controls
the prescription and safely deliv
the vehicle. They should be off the
correct? Not neices:sar

IN LITIGATION, in order to shed
doubt on the possibility of user error, an
~H~~"~,, will
to find other
ties for this
er allegedly could have
blocks are brought into
picture. By
the purpose of pedal blocks,

2009

the
shows another
cause of the accident. By
a dealer installed pedal blocks in other
they
to show the dealer
had reason to believe this could have oc
curred and
should have installed
the
block in the first place. The
and
evaluator, is now in
a position to defend themselves
this, increasing legal costs and insurance
costs and ultimately the cost of their
products and services.

IN SPEAKING with
have been told
include the
block
know it is
such as if the individual has known
spasms. We believe the
block
should be
on ALL
con
trol
Again, it is not what
in court that counts; it is what
you can prove. A leg
turn,
a
stop or
cause the individual's foot to come in
contact with the gas or block the brake.
In consideration of certain medical con
be
common,
not
in
at the time of the evaluation and train
the person may
those problems in the
putting them at greater risk of accidental
depression of the gas pedal months or
years after
have
a
installed
block
eliminate
possibility of an individual's foot inad
on the accelerator or
blocking
brake. Possible
are the double amputee or people of
short stature.

ANOTHER REASON used

driv
evaluators not prescribing
blocks is the obstruction they cause for
taller individuals or those with
them too far from the
steering
There are now products
that mount above the floor (such as the
pedal block) and do not

NEwsBRAKE

the chair to be located further back.

THE LAST REASON is the cost.
Evaluators are concerned about the
added cost to individuals who are
a bit of money
for adaptations.
offered
sincerely and
effective cost
to the risk. This is
a safety
and liability issue. A pedal block could
potentially save a life. Competition will
keep prices at a reasonable level for all
these
on a
risk for dealers and evaluators,
and by effectively managing that risk
and eliminating the occurrence of the
costs are lowered for all
If the risk is not llla.Hal"-CU
the cost of insurance
continue to
skyrocket,
additional cost to the
consumer and potentially eliminating
selection as dealers may not be able to
afford insurance coverage.
This is not an attempt to sell more
the dealers. There are a
number
who have made the
decision not to install driving controls
without a pedal block. If the consumer
refuses to
have installed it anyand
the cost themselves.
are those clients who refuse the
installation even if it is free. At that
the dealer walks away from the
sale. This is not driven by
It is
strictly driven by liability and risk man-

PLEASE HELP do your
to in
crease customer
lower both your
liability as well as the dealer's liability
and provide a better and safer
solution for our clients. Include a pedal
block on all
for hand con
trols.
would like to discuss this in
contact me at 330

NEwsBRAKE
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In this issue of Research Road, we
a
of information from
a publication of the National
Traffic Administration
Behaviors and Situations
With Increased Crash Risk
for Older Drivers. The June 2009 report
is a review of
literature and
of data available
the
ity Analysis Reporting
S) and National Automotive
Sampling
SS)/General
Estimates
(GES) to "identify
driving behaviors (performance
and combinations of
vehicle, and roadway/environmental
characteristics associated with increased
crash involvement by older drivers." The
data analyzed covers years from 2002
2006 and
older driver's
60 and above)
on streets and
in the United States. The full
from the
Identifying Behaviors and Situations
Associated With Increased Crash Risk
for Older Drivers. June 2009 NHTSA
publication. www.nhtsa.dot.gov
METHOD: The data were
two different approaches. Descriptive
of
vehicle and twovehicle
using FARS and GES
identified situations in which older
drivers were {nIPrrp,,,cP
younger drivers. A more in-depth,
analysis was undertaken for
the two-vehicle crashes in the databases
to compare the ratios of at-fault to not
at-fault drivers within age groups. This
the ratios of at-fault
to not-at-fault drivers within age
a crash involvement ratio
of over- or underthe
involvement of each group with
to particular risk factors. This approach
uses each group as its own control, thus
into account differences in driving
exposure across age groups with
to a
factor such as
or on Interstate highways.

Fall 2009

RESULTS
The descriptive analyses of the FARS
and GES data are
in a series of
tables that present crash rates according
to characteristics of the
roadway and
and
the condition of the driver. Older drivers
rrpnr{""pnt?'ri in a
in most situations
the overrepresentation was not evident in
drivers younger than 70.
Drivers 60 and older were less likely than
other drivers to be involved in alcohol
-n,uw,",,,,,or

crashes. Drivers 60 to 69 had crash rates
similar to those of middle-aged drivers
under most conditions,
their crash
risk was elevated during daylight hours
(which may reflect this group's avoidance
and at intersections. Left
turns in
proved risky
older
drivers. In two-vehicle
those 60
and older were more
(as opposed to the striking) vehicle, to be
involved in angle
and to have
received citations for failure to
In
drivers
and
were more
to have been alone
and to crash into a
car and were less likely to have made a
maneuver to avoid the collision. Drivers
70 and older had elevated risk levels under
additional conditions including
and at intersections controlled
signs.
the oldest group, drivers 80
were
in crashes.
This group generally differed from those
70 to 79 more in terms of
of risk
than in number
conditions
under which risk was elevated. This was
particularly the case under conditions that
situations
turns, and
reacting to an imminent crash.
Both the FARS and GES
demonstrate that drivers 60 to 69 Ula"",;'""
most traffic situations nearly as well as
their
with

NEwsBRAKE

elevations in ClRs when
intersections controlled by
and when
left at
intersections with traffic
CIRs
increased somewhat for drivers 70 to 79
under
conditions such
as navigating higher
multiple lane
roadways, particularly at junctions. While
the 70- to
most
60-to

under a

indicating
proportions of at-fault crashes.
alone or with one passenger was
associated with increased at-fault crashes
with
age.
Characteristics of Older Driver Fatal
Crashes-combination
of FARS
data and NASS/GES data
are
listed below. Refer to report for full data
summaries.

Driver Characteristics:
• Alcohol was much less likely to play
a role in older driver
and this
likelihood decreased with age.
• Older drivers were slightly more likely
just
than younger drivers to be
when involved in a two
crash (i.e., two occupants in
the vehicle).
• Males were
in both
and two-vehicle crashes, although
not to the extent shown in the FARS data.
there was no clear trend
to age,
that females
in the oldest age group were at increased
risk of involvement in a single-vehicle
collision.
• Older drivers were no morc likely
than the norm to have some physical
of
loss of vision
in one eye,
• As a group, olderdIivers were somewhat
in the
to be the sole
and much less likely as
to be driving with two or more other
passengers. These
are similar to

(continued)
those reported for the FARS data.

Vehicle Characteristics
• Compared to the overall population
of drivers involved in two-vehicle fatal
crashes, drivers 70 and older (but not those
60 to 69), were more likely to be
standard automobiles
automobile
derivatives), and less likely to be
vehicles or
trucks. The same
trend holds with respect to
although the
is less
pronounced and more characteristic ofthe
SO-and-older driver group.
• Drivers in the 60-to-69 and 70-to-79
groups were slightly more likely to
a recent model
while
those 80 and older were more likely to be
vehicles that were 10 years old
or older.

Roadway/Environmental
Characteristics
• Two-vehicle older driver fatal crashes
were less likely to occur on Interstates
(70+), and more
to occur on U.S.
were also
less
likely to occur on
roads.
vehicle older driver fatal crashes were
on
roadways. In
drivers
were slightly overrepresented
vehicle crashes on
those 80 and older were
In general,
older
fatal crash locations were
not much different from that of the overall
older drivers'
crashes were
likely to occur in urban areas,
the majority oftheir fatal crashes
stilI occurred on rural
at age 70, older drivers in twovehicle crashes were
to
crash at intersections,
the likelihood
of an intersection crash
associated
with
age. Over half of all fatal
two-vehicle crashes involving drivers 70+
occurred at intersections. Older adults
were also
in two-vehicle
crashes at
but
not at interchange
• While drivers 70 and older were
somewhat
in two-vehicle
crashes at traffic signal locations, they
were much more
in two
vehicle crashes at stop sign Jocations.
Over a third of fatal two-vehicle crashes
involving drivers 80 and older occurred at
locations twice the

36

as at

locations.

• All age groups of older drivers were
(>l"r,pnr'(>Qf'nt.,rt in daylight fatal
increased substantially
and two-vehicle

Crash Characteristics
• Older drivers were less likely to be
involved in non-collision
fatal crashes, such as
to strike fixed
other
or stopped vehicles, and non-fixed
This effect increased with age.
• Older drivers were more
struck in the

are
frontal impact.

increased
vehicle fatal
more likely to Py,,,\prlPn

• By
the maneuver posing
problems for older drivers was the
While drivers 60 to 69 were
oVlerreOJ,esenl:ed in crashes involving
doubled to 20% for
drivers 70 to
and increased to 32%
for drivers 80 and older. Right turns and
U-turns became more problematic as
but
only a small
of fatal crashes.
• Older driver single-vehicle crashes
were more
to involve an initial
collision with a
vehicle or, for
those 60 to
another non-fixed
and they were less
to involve a
non-collision rollover.
were also
less
to involve
a fixed
object,
these types of crashes sti!!
nearly half of older drivers'
collisions.

With respect to
crashes:
• Older drivers were somewhat more
to be identified as i II or
medications
or
and
some other physical impairment (missing
hearing
etc.). They were less
to be identified as
too
fast, and somewhat less likely to have
overcorrected. Otherwise, their related
factor profile does not differ
from
that of the
driving population.
DISCUSSION
The FARS and GES
described
reveal the contemporary
crash
of older drivers on streets
and highways in the United States.
across this entire set of
there is
little evidence of elevated risk for drivers
60 to 69, the "young-old." Most often,
the data only begin to demonstrate a
substantial
in crash
for
with

wellness programs
even
into their seventies may be
potent
to extend the safe
years.
Another notable pattern in these data
were crash involvement ratios for older age
groups that did not bear out conventional
wisdom about certain situations being
for these
such

Driver-Related Crash Characteristics
With respect to two-vehicle crashes:
was the most
• Failure to
cited related
among older
27% of drivers failed to
but
increased to 39% for drivers 60
69,5]% for drivers 70 to
and 62%
for drivers 80 and older.
• As a group, older drivers were
(/CJrrepn::sente:d in citations for failure
, crossing the
in a turn lane),
alcohol or
use, and
or reckless driving, all of which are
important contributors to two-vehicle
crashes overall.
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routes
that minimize or eliminate requirements
for certain
maneuvers may
be an effective behavioral countermeasure
for older drivers.
the handful of situations that

On behalf of Safe, Inc.,
and
we would like to thank those
who participated in the focus group on
shol1 statured driver
conducted
at this
annual conference in
Kentucky. The
this focus group was to
Inc
researchers to gain an
of the methods and devices
used by profcssionals in the
to help position short statured
drivers within their vehicles. The focus
group was an overall success, with
valuable information
from
the experienced
who

the
short statured
the products and materials used
for positioning, and possible
concerns with using any aftermarket
devices. The overall
for
properly positioning a driver is a top
to bottom approach
with the
positioning of the driver's head. The
is:
1. Raise the driver to the proper
eye level
3" above the
steering
OEM seat
adjustment
andlor
custom bottom cushion inserts.
2. Position the driver to the proper
seat depth and baek
USIng

OEM seat
capabilities
or custom back cushion inserts.
3. Position the driver to the proper
distance from the
wheel
than 10" between chest
to ensure
the driver a safe
from
the
located in the steering
wheel.
4. Adjust the distance between the

driver's feet and the pedals using
pedal extenders or other adaptive
devices.
5. Insert a foot rest surface to
for the driver's

THE DISCUSSION on the
of products/materials used to raise a
driver revealed several solutions. The
most common solution is to use custom
seat cushion inserts. These inserts
are
fabricated from blocks of
foam; either one
block or
several blocks of
thicknesses
and
The
used should
be
quality such that it
when exposed to
<:llI11 HJnr and
In
some
evaluators have used
aftermarket "boat seats" to raise short
statured drivers as they are easy to
off the shelf and last a
humid environments.
When using seat cushion inserts there

are several safety issues to consider.
First the cushion insert should be
stable and should not be able to move
on it
it in the case of a
Also, the cushion
inserts should not prohibit the driver's
and egress. The bottom cushion
insert should not be too long as this
pressure behind the
area, cutting off the blood
to discomfort with the
and
sensation of the lower
feet Finally, most modern
utilize sensors integrated into
the OEM seat cushion to determine the
driver's
and location in order to
fire the airbag. It is
the use of a bottom seat cushion
insert may interfere with the function of
the
or negatively alter the crash
of the driver.
these
the need to sec the road with the
field of vision
any
drawbacks of cushion use as a
driver is more likely to be involved in an
accident when their full range of view is
we at Safe thank those who
in the Focus
for
their
and
with us. We also want to thank ADED,
and especially Liz
for
this Focus Group
Tim Allen and Stan Desjardins, Safe, Inc.

(continued)
limits of 40 to 45 milh
suburban
arterials) were associated
heightened
older driver crash involvement. For fatal
crashes, both
and "old-old"
drivers were more likely to make errors
at intersections controlled by flashing
signals; and an error negotiating a yield
sign-controlled intersection was the reason
for the crashes in 26 of 27 such incidents
for drivers 80 and older. Situations that
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for older drivers often
complex visual
and
information from multiple sources that
must be processed rapidly under divided
attention conditions. These are conditions
where context-appropriate driver behavior
often depends less upon
to
formal or informal ru Ies than to
or "executive function." This converges
with the cluster
abilities validated as
of at-fault crashes
NEwsBRAKE

the results ofthese national
will help guide the
development
materials and programs
that both inform individuals as they seek
to
their exposure to risky
situations, and
health care givers
as they counsel
older patients about
steps
can take to
driving safely
longer.

At ADED 2009 in
cess Unlimited launched
sion of its
wheelchair
the
Gen II. The Easy-Stow is a n""'~~~r1
~V,,."",""U to lift manual
frame wheelchairs into a
and SUV's,
The newly redesigned Easy-Stow was
based on direct
from a
wide variety of evaluators and consumers,
It is
behind the driver's
seat and is often used in
with
a Glide 'n Go power lift to
the user
into the driver's compartment.
To use the lift, you
deploy the
lift arm and docking cradle (the "duck
bill"!), push the wheelchair rearward until

Decreased Ratio/Reduced
Effort
Most of the developments that have
taken
in the adaptive
busi
to steering have been
ness with
centered on
etfort. In
many cases disabled drivers really only
require reduced
effort in order to
drive
With some drivers ... ,,"uo'''=r
reduced
is not
and other
factors
steering control must be
addressed, Most of the problems revolve
around the central issue of range of mo
tion. The positioning of the wheelchair
driver often
the
of the driver to the stock
because the floor often
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the docking device clicks to latch the
wheelchair in
Press the
button,
and the
rises
and
stows directly behind the driver's seat.
Because the wheelchair is stowed in a
rotated "wheelie" position with the front
casters in the air and the handles toward
the floor, the chair takes up significantly
less space and in most vehicles allows full
use of the
mid or rear seat, depending
on the
When the lift is not in use,
of
ap
it
has a small
proximately 28"xll ", so non-disabled pas
senger
is virtually unobstructed,
The lift features
bolt-on. vehicle
the"
of
brackets that
no drilling or modi
with Stow 'n Go
for the opposite side seat.
The

m

must be lowered to accommodate the
taller power wheelchair and because of
the limited adjustability of the original
equipment
wheel, the driver is
often in a poor
to
his or
her limited
In addition to this factor there are two
other problems, the size of the original
wheel and the need of the
to do the
function with
just one hand as the other hand is oc
cupied with the throttle and brake, Indi
viduals with limited reach lose much of
their effective strength as their arms are
extended away from their bodies. This
problem is
by the
of
the stock
column that moves

NEWS

"suicide-door" and
door vehieles
such as the Honda Element and Kia
full and mid-sized
with suieide
doors such as the
Silverado,
Ford
Chevrolet Colorado, Ford
'~UH,,'d. Mazda 5, and all minivans with
doors on the side the lift is intend
used on.

The Access Unlimited sales team is
at your disposition for further
questions at, +1-607-669-4822 or
moreinfo(ii]accessunlimited.com.
brochure, and videos ofthe product are
available at
cOm/easy-stow. Driver rehab programs
interested in having an Easy-Stow or
Glide 'n Go for demonstration purposes
may
a low or no-cost loaner unit
for an evaluation vehicle by
TC
Cole at tC@accessunlimited.com

t he

farthest part of the wheel further
away from the driver, When
motion means that the
arm must reach out fully ex
tended, effective
and control are
often beyond the driver's ability, For the
handed driver who is
with
one hand, the 11 o'clock position on the
rotation of the wheel is the most difficult
to pass
In a vehicle with stock
a driver will ordinarily have to
pass through this point 2 times to make
a
90
turn, Often
driver with a
cord
body movement to "push"
by
his or her upper
and

(Continued on next page)
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(Continuedfrom nrPlJim/~
body weight to assist the turn through
this critical point.
The diameter of the stock wheel is
based on both
and effort
level conversions. In pre power steering
the
especially
on
were 20" or more
in diameter in order to decrease
effort. Modern vehicles typically have
wheels about 14" or so and the ~tp/'nrlO
effort is moderated
the addition of
For
drivers who
levels, reducing the
diameter is counterproductive
Increase
1 "ueu",,,,,,, the size of the
rotation by
a smaller wheel
will not work in most range of motion
situations.
In using a decreased ratio/reduced
effort steering
two things are
accomplished.
the change in ratio
allows the driver to manipulate the wheel
within their effective range. With a 2 1/2
-1 ratio
a turn lock to lock vehi
cle, the entire movement of the

the reduced effort valve without having
to deal with the increase effort level as
sociated with a 2 Y:, to I ratio
The
final adjustment of
effort can be
made with the valve, either heavier or
without changing the underlying

wheel is reduced to 1.2 turns. This means
the driver doesn't have to pass through
the 11 o'clock
twice in every 90
degree turn. The driver's hand can be po
sitioned low on the wheel and throughout
the range of movement of the
the
driver never has to extend his or her arm
beyond the area of maximum strength.
Ordinarily
the ratio 2 Y:,
to 1 would increase the effort level the
same amount. D.S.1. mounts the
etary gear on the
of the steering rack
and mounts the
valve on top of
the ratio gear. This allows the retention
of a reduced effort valve operation while
the ratio. When the driver
turns the stock
he or she ru-",,",..,t;>c

The speeder will work with any num
ber of gas / brake
hand controls
such as the
Menox
or E.G.B. Potential
include
Chrysler and Toyota
floor mini
van and full sized Ford Econoline vans.
The speeder includes a 12 volt back-up
steering system, with remote fluid reser
voir.

For more information, contact
DSI@(8J8) 782-6793 or
info@drivingsystems.com

Entcrvan®XT

BraunAbHity Channel

Rounding out BraunAbility's complete line of wheelchair vans,
the Entervan®XT is the choice for taller wheelchair and
users. The XT takes the refined accessible features of the Entervan
to new
56-112" of clearance through the
door - a
4" more than the standard Entervan model. In
even
tion, the
further than
in a
slope.Ifyou've been waiting for the
the Entervan®XT could be the answer.
your local
Dealer!

become a very
popular alternative
for customers who
sit high in their
wheelchairs.
With over
56" of

Extra HeadroomWith a full 56-112" clearance through the door
way and up to 61 inside the van, the
Entervan XT is the
choice for taller wheelchair and scooter users.

ramp
this
newest addition to the BraunAbility fleet offers a major
difference in visibility and convenience for some customers.
It's a difference best seen with a side-by-side
of
the new XT next to the
Entervan. You can see for
yourself on the BraunAbility TV Channel at

1-800-THE-LIFT®www.braunability.comTiH

The channel features many other
a series that follows a
start to finish. It's a pretty
process!
find several other videos at the site as well,
customcr features and product videos.

For more information,

We have installed a decreased effort
I reduced effort
in a 2005 Buick
Terraza as a demonstration of the prin
involved. The
effort is
1 pound. The lock to lock steering
is about J .25 turns. Since the steering
valve still has a torsion
the steerretains road feel.

visit www.braunAbility.com
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Discover New Possibilities with
Specialty Transportation & Service ...
Traveling for individuals with
disabilities can be
Specialty
(ST&S)
Pennsylvania
innovative
transportation solutions that address the
travel challenges of individuals with
disabilities. No matter the length of
travel involved, ST&S has
a remarkable full-size wheelchair
accessible van that will
the traveler
peace of mind
that they will
always have access to a restroom that can
accommodate their needs.
Specialty
& Service
is a division of Bernhard Bus Services
which has been in
for more than
30 years. Bernhard
owner and
founder of the company, has extensive
in building, diagnosing
servicing custom motor coaches.
Over the years, there has been a steady
increase in demand
handicapped
accessible alterations. Weihs began to see
a need for this vehicle after
from
his friends and customers with disabilities
on how difficult travel was without the
assurance of access to bathroom facilities,
for thosc who have difficulty
with
Weihs states "I hope
that this unique vehicle will provide the
with disabilities
enjoy
and
trips."
This van virtually eliminates the need to
find wheelchair accessible or companion
restroom facilities during travel. Weihs
also believes the ST&S Van will benefit
disabled soldiers
home and will
them the opportunity to travel and
time with their families.
The on-board restroom ~""0a,,'c a

healthier and
more
alternative to
public restroom.
This
always
for use which
eliminatcs
"holding" time
and comes
equipped with
a sanitary hand
cleansing station.
Cleaning the
facility after use
is quick and easy.
This
exceptional
vehicle comes
equipped with a
stainless steel lined bathroom and
overhead
lift, a fire
and automatic
for

AlC

Each ST&S Van is designed
to individual
oreieren,;es while
vVI,llj.Jual,l\.O<;; with the
with Disabilities Act
the National Mobility
Dealers Association (NMEDA)
standards. ST&S can customize
this Mercedes Sprinter van or a
client's
vehicle to suit
individual needs.
training programs with
every vehicle rental and/or purchase.
is available
The ST&S Van
for short or long term rental and for
Please contact the 0P''''''''''
& Service
discuss
best suits your needs.
ST&S has developed their concept
with the
of Good Shepherd
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Rehabilitation Hospital in Allentown, PA
and with the support and
from the
of Pittsburgh
of Health
and Rehabilitation Sciences.
For more information on the
ST&S Van or to schedule a showing
and demonstration with .:lll'eC,!Qi.tiJ
ru ... ,:r,wrWTiwn &
call
e-mail bernhardbus@
verizon.net or visit our website
www.specialty-van.com.
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Past Presidents Share their Vision for AD D
Lori Benner

On
8,2009
conference twelve
met to discuss the Qrr,,,,,,,rhc
the future ofour v1f;aU1LClLUVU,

of
our conferences in which
such
an
role. All recalled the milestones
~

Gd
the

and current members
en)~in(~erjlng, and
Un',"'''" V '.Il lU':>. Without question the
group consensus was that our diversity and
willingness to educate one another was what
and very valuable resources
makes us
field.
IJl';:>llJlo;;;ll!':>

our future. The criteria
was that each nrp'CH1,pnr
3 year term as president of
president, and past
"'-"'UL'''', and provided
to the meeting.
to current
From BILL RAMSEY
President SUSAN PIERCE (2009) the
and energy of each individual for
ADED was
Our
evidenced
reflections
on the milestones oftheir term. For a sense of
this reflective
in the meeting, consider
this: Bill
recalled a group ofmostly
driver's edueators \vith a few occupational
at the first meetings. Juergan
recalled the
ofbecoming
an intemational
Susan Pierce,
who had 3 tums as president recalled her
first
as an attendee being held at
Red
with dinner being at tbe local
diner. Not surprisingly MIKE SHIPP and

cturers

C

Contrast Sensitivity Testing
Do your clients complain about
sun? Do your clients
have
but still
about their vision?
Company Inc. offers
tester with contrast
including day/night
Contrast
a more comprehensive
everyday vision such as
at night. In the past, vision is
tested with black letters on a white
background. This high contrast situation
is not a real world scenario. Contrast
refers to the ability of the
visual system to recognize detect the
difference between an object and the
background.

Our shared vision was very much in sync
with the
of the 2009 board. It
included
and
program, and
our pOSitIOn as
in the field of driver rehabilitation.
,u,,,,,,,c;v reminded us to stay strong in
our traffic
focus. He reminded us that
we can not be in the business of
poor drivers back on the road. There was
also
that our primary role is in
-.UU,""",\.fU of those who wish to enter the
field of driver rehabilitation and we must
not lose our focus on drivers with functional
disabilities.
There was also agreement that the title
CDRS must be better defined, perhaps with

endorsements in the areas of neuro
high tech, elder
clinical assessment
etc. All
that the current term does
not
the many different levels of
expertise.
We are all concerned that we
ourselves as the
in the field but that
we network with
so that
tables to effect
change.
item for the group was to
identifY
for
ofthe
ADED conflict of interest policy regarding
complaints of confl ict of interest. The poliey
charges the past
to work through
the past president's council to review and
complete a
of
relative to a
violation of the policy.
of this couneil are submitted to
their final determination. The
will be formalizing
recomlmemdati()ns of the
president's
in the September
At the end

a
the
with Executive Director Liz
the council
will be an
annual event to be held
the conferenee
with a formal
submitted to the board
of directors and to the membership.

r
functional vision will allow your patients
Rehabi !itation
to be safe drivers!
it is
95% of the messages
*Sources and resources available
STEREO OPTICAL upon
a driver receives on
the road is visual.
:For more information, please
Another
found that cataract related
contact
Mackenzie Rakers @
contrast
deficits elevate ator by phone
fault crash risks in older drivers.

at 773.867.0380

issues can affect a client's
functional vision such as a
brain
cataract and glaucoma could
deerease a client's contrast
to the Association for

Fall 2009
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By

CHT,

CDl

In June of this year, was fortunate to
evaluate a very
client who had
received amputations to all four
of her limbs. I received a call from this
client requesting driver rehabilitation ser
vices after she presented her case to the
Maryland Motor Vehicle Administration's
Driver Wellness Division. The client was
with Group A Staphylococcus
in March of 2008,
amputation to all four
ary to necrosis.
She received inpatient rehabilitation at
the National Rehabilitation
in
D.C. where she was fitted
with below knee
She was ini
tially fitted with body powered mechanical
prosthetics
a standard "hook" as her
terminal device both
the client was
with
prosthetics and the
she
with each limb to
accomplish activities of
The client had worked closely with a
team in the District of Columbia
contact prior to
her Otto-Bock Myoelectrics for both of her
upper extremities. Because her bilateral up
per limb amputations occurred below the
elbow,
activation is
from
the proximal extensor
in each
forearm, specifically the extensor
radialis
and extensor
primary wrist exten
able to close her hand in a three
function with primary flexion
at the r>'>C"~"~"~
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modified intrinsic
first two radial
open her
muscle contraction
radialis and flexor

position using the
The client is able to
with a wrist flexion
flexor
function.
my role is vital in
the function of each myoelcctric and how
it can be used to complete pre-entry/pre
drive
primary drive
seeondary drive controls, and accessory
controls required while flr,wY,n

activation method.

and
Each myoelectric hand
weighs approximately 2.5 Ibs. and requir
for the client's
a holistic
joints and
musculature so as to avoid gleno-humeral
joint dysfunction
adhesive
and rotator cuff pafocused on her ability
to carry each myoelectric for isometric
as well
function and gross
as isotonic functions of
and
ADL completion.
Over the last ten years of providing
rehabilitation
I would
estimate that I have evaluated over one
hundred persons with
unilateral upper
arrlputees. This was the first time I had a
for a bilateral myoelectric opera-
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After
medical clearance, an
initial assessment was completed on June
15, 2009 for a clinical and behind the
wheel evaluation. The evaluation focused
an occupational
on
profile, and
various clinical
assessments with
focus on bio
mechanics and the use of
The purpose of the assessment was not to
spend three hours on clinical assessments
that were not applicable based on her func
tional needs to become a driver.
the assessment called for identification of
what functions her
provided
her as an
and what limitations
may have for
Clini
cal reasoning skills by the CDRS were a
The clinical assessment was no
than an hour and a halfprior to moving out
into her vehicle as wen as various
side tracked when
vehicles. It is easy to
faced with a
client or one that
you have not seen
with an attempt
to problem solve the "world related to driv
in one
session. Use your time
and formulating some questions

the function of a limb or limbs
A few
I posed as I
client are as followed:

1. Can the client
hic1e and complete all nn'_Pln1rV'
using her m'\i'OelectrH;S
2. Does the client have difficulty maher lower
prosthetics
under
steering column and operating
handle of the hand control?
3. What type of
does
for placement into a steering dehand control,
of a key, ete?
What is the cylindrical
limitation for
size and diameter that
or palmar
abduction of the
date for a
handle?
from
hand control or
5. Does the client have enough
to drive with OEM
6. How will the client access secondary
and accessory controls?
7. What is the
of the forearm
and wrist component of the myoelectric?
Forearm neutral,
supinated?
There are a number of other
that will arise once in the vehicle; h""'''';>'upr
it is important to not lose focus and con
tinue to address each issue as part of your
treatment plan and
session.
Over the course of an ongoing assess
ment and three
I was able
to meet the
needs for
this client in a dual controlled evaluation
vehicle. The clinical assessment allowed
me to evaluate the
of the client's
proximal upper
as well as the
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internal and ex
ternal rotators, and horizontal abductors
and adductors.
She was evaluated in an evaluation van
allowing her access to the following modi
fications: a Drivemaster Push/Pull hand
control with a
fleece orthotic handle
reduced-effort
mounted on the
(low effort) with a dual-post
located at the four o'clock
Crescent Industries voice scan
with
a three and a half inch Jelly Bean Switch
mounted on the door. The client's
to use her
was a
evaluating her abil
fasten the seatbelt
all of
lng
rearview mirror, her side
well as
her seat.
With bilateral lower extremity
the driver cargo space is greatly reduced
based on
of her prosthetics on
the
away from the OEM ped
als. The amount
under the
column for her to be close
a Push/Pull hand control
with a
quad-handle, without interfering with lower
extremity
as well as her ability
into a dual post
to fit her
device at the four 0' clock UV,~Hj.Vl1
some careful
horizontal seat adjustments.
One
we found when
with
bilateral myoelectrics is the advantage that
the myoelectrics provide. The myoelectrics
allow the consumer to rotate the wrist
360
the
client to
in such
a way that she can access the hand control
system in a full forearm
pOSItIOn.
It also allows her to rotate her right upper

NEWS

The limited leg room for her lower
extremity prosthetics, limited horizontal
travel or "throw" for a hand control in the
combined with electrical
that could not be modified ruled out her
desire to
for the time
The client was successful by the end of
the first visit by
in a restricted parklot and moving out into residential and
moderate traffic by the end of it. An
to assure
handle was used
and that the
device was mounted at the correct
location so that her
does not
open
an involuntary
wrist flexion contraction while
a left turn.
The synergistic motion of a right sided
device
a left
shoulder
ad

(continued on next page)

electrics and
duction can illicit wrist flexion as the steeragainst
from
to the 12:00
It
was important to position the
dual
device in such a way that
even with
opening of the
the client cannot come out of the device
unless she were to flex her residual
elbow or shoulder with an
to
out of the device back towards
driver.
The
has an on/off switch which
is
by having the client
fasten her hand onto the
tachment and reaching across with her right
hand and turning the power switch to the
off
therefore
the risk of
her
from
out ofthe hand
and
mounted on the left.
In training we found that we will need
to
the dorsal bar that is attached to
the quad-handle to prevent her left hand
from sliding off and under the
handle.
Without the sensory discrimination or
Lv',uu'av.... , she may not know that this has
occurred until it is too late.
A
deal of the assessment as well
as her
focused on
drive
controls and solutions;
specific
<>r,'n1PnT of a "Jelly Bean" switch which
would allow her quick access to moving
and accessory functions
a number
of
to the side of the road while we
relocated and
her switch
I
have found many uses for
heat in June can make your eval
uation vehicle a big
with adhesive
down the
The client returned on two different ses
sions for an additional four and a halfhours
of
using the various prescribed
for driving controls. At the present

.

..

rIVIng (continued)

time, we are waitthe
from
medical review for a
re-examination test so
that the appropriate
restrictions will be
placed on her driver's
license. In the meanthe client is in
the process of workwith a vendor as
well as
with
a mobility team to
select the ~,...'"\r",,...r,
vehicle and to have
the
hide
The most important part of this process
will be
upon the client
in her
vehicle and the
of the
and
control
modifications
driving. The client will
be scheduled for training in her
vehicle following vehicle
stallation as
of her
rehabilitation program,
assessment of this client
will require a
with her
Therapist, Physical Thera
and Driving Rehabilitation Team.
The client has just
the
I-Limb hand attachment for
which will enhance the
as
this will allow her "'V"''"',AC'
MP, PIP, and DIP
attachment for
will be substituting the function of the
and flexor
flexor digitorum
profundus for a differential
glide approach towards grasp and
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For more information, contact Tim Jones
@yahoo.com

Conference Sites
2010 Kansas

MO

11 Jacksonville,
12 Kansas

MO

®

Beca

Life is a Moving Experience®

Accessible nivans,
Wheelchair Lifts &
Mobility Aids for
Your Active Lifestlyle

Please visit our website
for an animated tour of
BraunAbility products

HE-LI
1-800-843-5438
2009
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Title:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Seminar (3 hours)_____

Workshop (7 hours)_ _

Presenter/Qualifications (please attach curriculum
and e-mail ru;,'1rD'"C

Mini-Seminar (1 Y, hours-offered
each presenter including mailing

level of course: Beginning___
Educational Objectives (list 5 total)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Honorarium offered: Honorariums are offered per each session

to more than one
•
•
•

The

may be disbursed

according to instructions provided by lead

Pre-conference Workshop: $1000.00 per
Seminar:
per seminar.
Mini-Seminar (offered twice): $500.00 for total of 2 sessions.

Handouts: All handouts are to be submitted in electronic format by deadline noted on
nrlJU"'F'n

to:

OTR/L, (DRS
240 Hillsboro Ave.
Lexington KY 40511
Cell (859) 351-6612
Fax (828) 855-1672

Deadline for submissions: October 1, 2009
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THE

OLK- 1 0 0
DOCKING SYSTEM

With the continuous changes in wheelchair design, we understand the importance of having a current selection of wheelchair brackets.
Q'Straint works directly with wheelchair manufacturers weekly to offer an up to date list of available brackets.
Log on to our innovative QLK-l 00 interactive bracket li st at www.qstraint.com.

Cannot find your wheelchair on our Jist? Call us directly and we will help you out! 1-800-987-9987
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NEW
17 docking
from EZ Lock is
culmination of more than two decades of
and experience in producing quality wheelchair docking
In designing
latest version
Lock, we've drawn on that experience to develop the absolute best wheelchair docking
available.
unparalleled quality and
successes
our docking "\"~.""'rTl
as America's #1 choice for wheelchair
solutions.
are not a
they are our exclusive
7 couples the proven reliability of the "Original" EZ Lock
with an added
of
The new
du rability.
C\f('TOlrYl

•

DURABILITY - The BL-731Ts rugged component

based

is
in
and
power. Hardened steel reinforcements
ensure a long service life.

•

•

RELlA.BLE CONTROLS - Our reliable and accurate
electronics constantly monitor the
status
of your wheelchair in the docking
and our
exclusive ADP
Disconnect Protection)
feature ensures a reliable and accurate status
display; even if the wiring harness should become
detached.
For EZ Lock driver applications, the BL-7317 may
also be eq uipped with the optional Remote
Manual Release for emergency use in the
event of vehicle power loss.

•

NEW LOOK - The new BL-7317
a sleek exterior
that
popular vehicle interior colors.
In addition to the
new look, the "hammered"
powder-coat finish is extremely durable and is
further protected
tough nylon labeling.

TESTINe - No other docking system has been tested as

extensively as the EZ Lock. Not only has the EZ Lock
been repeatedly "system tested" by the top University
we take the further
of
wheelchair models for
and
structural integrity_ Nothing is left to chance when the
safety of our customers is at stake.
•

REA.L LIFE SUCCESS - More

than the scientific
conducted in the laboratory, is the extensive archive
customer testimonials maintained by EZ Lock.
On our website at www.ezlock.net. you can read the
accounts of numerous EZ Lock users
to the
effectiveness of our
in real-life

WE'VE COT THE LOCK ON WHEELCHAIR DOCKINC SYSTEMS
EZ Lock Incorporated f 2001 Wooddale Boulevard I Baton Rouge, LA 70806·1516 f Ph: 225·214·4620 f Fax: 225·923·1108 f www.ezlock.net
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2010 -AD D
membership runs from January 1 through December 31.
time is upon us.
on an annual basis
Decembcr. ADED's
in October and
notices have been
Members who
renewal Dotice will see
'-U'Ul!',IOU, The last membership
2005 and although an
costs had been realized
of directors elected
rates increase in 2009
that the economy will
have on our _~_h,~"e A slight increase in
dues will be in effect for 2010 renewals and
This $25 increase will
costs, and help us
plans. These new rates
to other
mcreaSmlg your benefits,
ADED has received national
news stories on National
ABC World News not to mention local news
stories about member
across the
and Canada.
has made
a
impact by
referrals
to member
to enter
and
referral sources
their area, In order to take au·, a"eLa"'"
newfound publicity, ADED is
increase our marketing efforts,
the table" of decision makers and
mission to educate and promote
of driver rehabilitation. These qr>tnnt-IPC
slight, an increase in dues
us achieve this mission,

ADED
me? ADED

does

do

comes with many
benefits, ADED is the
multidisciplinary
association dedicated to the education and
promotion of driver rehabilitation services.
With each renewal
comes the decision
to renew and the
of directors realizes
that your decision to renew is an important
one. Please consider the following benefits as
reason for renewal:

Discounts on Education: Members receive
discounted rates at our annual conference and
sponsored education course, Often,
discounts at sister association educational
courses are offered to ADED members,

more
services, you
want your facility represented on our site!
rph,,,hilit:qtirm

Certification: ADED is the
association
that offers a Certification in Driver
Rehabilitation
This certification
validates that
and
benchmarks that identify the
as an
expert in the field. ADED's Best Practices
CDRS evaluation and rehabilitation
procedures,
the final outcome
the evaluation and
sessions as offered
by the CDRS,

with other
are offered
the Member's Only
section of the
broadcast e-mails to
membership and opportunities to meet at
conference_
pr(He~;SI(ma[S

Information Sharing: News Brake another
member benefit which is provided to increase
and education, awareness of
research
the field and to
members
informed about
in the
This
quarterly newsletter
to members
only and has received
for the
level
and

United Front: it is only with a strong member
base, can ADED achieve the mission of
education and
of driver rehabilitation
Go To assoeiation for
We are
driver rehabilitation services, In
order to increase our visibility, achieve brand
recognition and provide you with the very best
in education and professional
need each and every member to
active status,
Resource Manual: the new 20 10 membership
resource manual will be delivered to all
members after the first of the
and Procedures, Best Practices document,
resources helpful to daily work life and other
information valuable to members,

-----------------------------------Membership Categories are as Follows:
member):
$145
Individual
Individuals involved in
research or
driver
rehabilitation services (driver evaluation, behind
the wheel
and/or transportation evalua-

$120
Individual (renewal):
Individuals who have been members for the cur
rent year.
Mobility Equipment Dealer:
$275
each additional site:
$50
Business involved in
installation, ser
andlor retail sale
vehicles or
rental vehicles for individuals with disabilities.

Fall 2009

Facility:

$240
$600
$900
involved in the provision,
or admin
rehabilitation services (driver screening, evaluation,
and/or
category
includes
centers,
driver
etc. Individuals must be Listed on
status is maintained for eligibility to run for office.
Business involved in H1<U1U.H"_LUl
products used
or individuals with disabilities. You will
driver rehabilitation
also receive with your
(1) ADED's extensive Resource
NEWSBRAKE
your
website access,
Discounted Professional ADED
course costs.
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The force
accelerator
high quality Teflon coated cable.

Common reasons for choosing Menox Hand Controls
+ smooth, light and safe motion. Brake 
gas - pull.
+ "brakelatch" enables use of right
+ multi-function option for secondary control
+ aesthetically designed to match vehicle style
+ not an obstruction when moving in and out of the vehicle
or soiled
+ clothes are not
+ no obtrusive
exposure in accident
+ transferable
www.drivingsystems.com
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With our new controls we have been able to integrate
of the ' av o rable
Sure Grip Push/Rock benefits and create three new and
ic ally i proved
hand controls. Push/Right Angle, Push/Pull, and PushlTwist
ntrols, all outfit
ted with AutoLock, took their place next to our traditional
h/Rock control in
the Sure Grip line up.
The new Sure Grip controls all utilize common mounting parts. This allows us to
mount all styles on a common quick release interface that provides: op 'm al op
eration, ideal placement, and an incredibly quick and simple chang e out. "The
Evaluators Dream", is how one very pleased CDRS described it.
It has always been our goal to provide the best in evaluation and training tools
to the Driver Rehabilitation Specialist.

Jlist add "Lock-Out" to your next recommend atio n!
Congratulations to the 2009 ADED Conference Organizers for such
a well organized and successful event!

Innovative Driving Solutions.
www.suregrip-hvl.com
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